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T H E  F I R S T  silver lining of 

isolated living dawned on me 

about three weeks into the 

pandemic. Amid late-night 

cleaning, I came across the 

giant pad of paper I used for 

my family to-do list, tore  

off the crowded top sheet, and 

threw it in the trash. 

No, I hadn’t finally  

found the time to research 

day camps, help plan a 

presentation for my son’s 

kindergarten class, order a 

new living-room rug, or  

buy birthday presents for five 

different schoolmates. 

Instead, everything, even the 

need for my kids and  

my home to look presentable,  

had been canceled. It was  

as if a concrete roller had 

smoothed out an entire 

region of my brain. I may have 

missed the enrichment  

of being out in the world, but  

I didn’t miss the mental load 

that came with it. 

Now it feels as though I’ve 

blinked and the notepad has 

filled up again. I’m currently 

planning the tail end of 

summer (why do camps end 

in July?) and getting ready 

for a truly momentous school 

year. The lead-up is a task 

marathon: Choose after-school 

activities, find child care, 

coordinate pickups, update 

health forms, buy new 

sneakers. In some ways, it’s  

a comfort to be busy again,  

and yet I also worry I’ll wind 

up right back on the pre-

pandemic mom treadmill. 

Years ago, long before I had 

kids, I told a therapist that I 

thrived on getting things done. 

Gently, she informed me  

that once I became a mother, 

 We’re here to help. Email JuliaE@parents.com to tell me about the topics you’d like to see in future issues of Parents.

Send Help : The Lists Are Back

I would never complete a 

to-do list ever again. I laughed 

in response. She looked at  

me quizzically before asking, 

“How will you deal with 

stress then?” 

My answer, as it turns out, 

is “Not well.” But this year, 

armed with the wisdom from 

a life-altering pandemic, I’m 

trying to approach things 

differently. In fact, I actually 

wrote “You don’t have to do 

everything today—stay calm 

and keep going to the beach” 

on my August to-do list  

(right under “Research new 

tae kwon do programs”). 

That’s my reminder to 

slow down. August marks the  

final month of what I hope has 

been a fun summer for your 

family, and we’ve filled this 

issue with ideas for continuing 

to make the most of it, from 

fruit recipes (page 36) to a 

stargazing tutorial (page 82). 

And to assist you with the  

“life admin” that’s slowly 

returning, there’s also  

a roundup of the best back-to- 

school gear (page 46) and  

a story on the financial tasks 

(page 88) that you (or maybe 

just I) have been putting  

off since parenthood began.  

In other words, to-do lists  

are back. But don’t stress: It’s 

okay to let them linger. 

Visit Me on Instagram
Hover your phone’s  

camera over the smart code 

to catch my feed.

How moms on the 
Parents team  

make peace with their 
(many) to-dos 

Notes to Self

1

I email myself reminders. 

But I also keep a paper  

list, because crossing 

them off is so satisfying.

—Yolanda Wikiel,  

Food and Lifestyle Director

2

Lately, I don’t beat  

myself up if I let some  

things slide. I try  

to worry only about the 

things that really matter.

—Julia Dennison,  

Digital Content Director

3
 

Make friends with  

the mom who is on top of 

things! I did this, and  

she texts me reminders 

and plans the playdates. 

—Kate Sandoval Box, 

Beauty Director

4

I’ve divvied up the 

list with my husband and 

tasked the kids  

to help. (Also, teach the 

kids to do laundry!) 

—Agnethe Glatved, 

Executive Creative Director

5

I set phone-alarm 

reminders all day for 

everything—snacks, 

playtime, emails. Then I let 

myself veg out each  

night between 9 and 11. 

—Adrienne Farr,  

Executive Operations 

Coordinator
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WHAT IS YOUR 

FAVORITE  

BABY SHOWER  

RITUAL? 

“I like when 
people ask for 

children’s 
books in place 

of cards. My 
go-to is Here We 

Are: Notes for 
Living on Planet 

Earth, by  
Oliver Jeffers.”

“Virtual baby 
showers. 

Kidding! Can’t 
wait for some 

back-to-normal, 
in-person 

celebrations 
where we  

can actually see 
that bump!” 

“My shower was 
in the middle  

of the summer, 
so every  

guest got their 
own pint of  

ice cream! They 
selected their 
favorite flavor 
in advance.” 

“To go around 
the room  

and have each 
guest share one 

thing they 
admire and love 

about the 
mama-to-be.” 

“Making an  
egg strata 

and  
guessing 

the baby’s 
weight.”

“At my baby 
shower,  

we played ‘Pin 
the sperm  

on the uterus.’ 
It cracked  

all of us up.” 

“Giving the 
unexpected 
gift: a month 

of home 
cleaning and 

laundry 
services,  

meal delivery, 
errand 

running, or 
babysitting.” 





Your emotions change. That’s why MyLifeTM offers a 

personalized mindfulness boost, any time of day.

6:30 am

7:17 am

8:33 am

9:05 am

11:29 am

START YOUR MINDFULNESS JOURNEY AT MYLIFE. DOWNLOAD FOR FREE.



PLAYBOOK
Your guide to making the days easier  

and the journey sweeter

 

Feel good  

about your 

footprint—carbon  

and otherwise.

Get back-to-school (and back-to-life)  
ready with a pair of shoes that  
balances cool-mom style with kind-to- 
the-planet sustainability. The Cariuma 

OCA Low comes in more than 
40 colors and prints (plus a collection 
of shades in collaboration with 
Pantone). But the sneakers’ eco-
conscious materials—bamboo, 
recycled plastic, responsibly sourced 

leather—are truly on point. With vegan 
memory-foam inserts made from 
mamona oil and organic cork (hello, 
comfy arch support), the pair will step 
up as an errand, school-pickup, and 
all-around-hoofing-it superstar that  
will weather years in your wardrobe.  
Plus, for each pair purchased, two 
trees are planted in the Amazon rain 
forest. Starting at $79; cariuma.com

Sleeker Sneakers

L E T  T H E R E 

B E 

D E L I G H T !
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/  I F  YO U  A S K  M E  /

“With everything going on this past year,  
date night was not exactly a priority.  

Any suggestions for how my partner and I  
can reignite our spark?” 

Three parents, no wrong answers

—Caylin Harris

“My husband and I 

have been married  

for 29 years, and we’ve 

been in a romantic rut 

for 27 of them.  

Just kidding! Or am I? 

We never have ‘date 

nights’ or do any of the 

imaginative things 

couples are apparently 

supposed to do  

to keep romance alive. 

Because for us,  

over time, the definition 

of romance changed, 

just as we did. 

Having a trusted 

partner who remains  

by your side  

for decades: That is 

romance. So my 

suggestion? Rethink 

the question.” 
—Kristin van Ogtrop, author 

of Did I Say That Out  
Loud? Midlife Indignities 

and How to Survive  
Them and mom of three

 @kvanogtrop 

“A romance rut is 

normal for healthy 

relationships. Couples 

may experience a 

whirlwind of sexual 

motivation either 

because they are 

newlyweds or their 

sexual ‘clock’ is in sync. 

Those days don’t last 

forever, but it’s never 

too late to ignite the 

flames again. You could 

cook a meal together, 

go hiking to explore new 

areas, rekindle date 

night, get or give a 

couples massage, snag 

a day pass to a resort 

near the beach, or even 

play cards or board 

games in the park. 

Whatever you decide to 

do, make sure you both 

set your intentions to 

the moment and have 

fun doing it.” 
—Wendy T. Talley, D.S.W.,  
a licensed clinical social 
worker and mom of one
 @wendy_talley_dsw_lcsw

“After our kids go to 

bed, which is fairly 

early, my wife and I 

make time to talk. It’s 

not particularly 

romantic, but it’s 

necessary to remain 

connected. Over the 

years, what we have 

deemed ‘romantic’  

has morphed into 

something different 

since we have three 

kids. But going back to 

the basics helps 

reignite the romance: 

notes left on her pillow 

just because, a card to 

remind her why I love 

her, a glass of red wine, 

our favorite snacks and 

a good rom-com. These 

define romance for us 

today, and when none 

of them can happen, 

going to sleep naked is 

always a win-win!” 
—Nikkya Hargrove, a writer 

and author of the 
forthcoming memoir Mama: 

A Black, Queer Woman’s 
Journey to Motherhood and 

mom of three
 @nikkyahargrove

/  L E T  I T  G O  /

If you don’t ask, “What the hell did you  
stuff in my pockets?” did you even take a nature  

hike with your kid? @michimama75

R E B R A N D  YO U R 

WO R R I E S

For kids, the advice  
is often to let them “stay 
with” and process their 
big feelings. Adults, on  
the other hand, might 

benefit from the opposite 
approach. “When I  

find myself stressed-out 
about a situation, I play  

a reframing game,” says 
Monica Berg, author  

of Fear Is Not an Option and 
cohost of the Spiritually 
Hungry podcast. Instead 

of thinking, “Today’s 
schedule is stressful,” 

switch the word stressful 
to exciting. It instantly 

becomes: “Today’s 
schedule is exciting!” It’s a 

simple shift we can  
all make to avoid feeling 

powerless, Berg says. 
(Sunday-night scaries have 

nothing on you now.)

TA K E  5
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2021T H E  E S S E N T I A L S

P A C K  A  H A P P Y  P I C N I C

Take these clever, compact goods on a park outing and you’ll  
no longer jealously eye the spread next to yours.

1. Make a blanket statement 
with this water-resistant 
Orange Grove Picnic 

Blanket, a zippy alternative 
to the usual red gingham. 
$90; society6.com

2. The Lékué Jar to Go  
has two separate 
adjustable compartments, 
so ingredients—whether 
they’re veggies and dip or 
yogurt and granola—stay 
separate, not soggy. $18 for 
a 20-oz. jar; lekueusa.com

3. Keep drinks cool all day 
(or, literally, days; useful for 
when you left your water 
bottle in the stroller) with the 
sturdy 64-ounce Stanley 

IceFlow Flip Straw Jug. It’ll 
withstand traveling, the 
dishwasher, or your toddler. 
$50; stanley1913.com

4. Stuff all your drinks and 
fresh goodies into this 
insulated Premium Cooler 

Bag that looks like a stylish 
duffel. The water-resistant 
canvas can withstand dirt, 
sand, or sticky fingers. $79; 
businessandpleasureco.com

5. The 30 pieces in  
this Wood Cutlery set  
are single-use but 
biodegradable. Chow  
down without the  
messy cleanup. $8;  
kikkerland.com

6. Cherry-pick this Bamboo 

Storage Container to carry 
sandwiches or fruit. Forty 
percent of the purchase 
price goes to a local 
organization of your choice. 
$14; boonsupply.com

7. Once you’re done 
snacking out of the Stojo 

36 oz. Bowl, it collapses 
flat for genius, space-saving 
storage. $20; stojo.co
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 What’s new, novel, and nice to know in August

T H E  S H O R T  L I S T

HEAL  
For too long,  

“flesh-colored” bandages 
meant only one  

(light) shade. Browndages 
is fixing that with 

bandages that match a 
variety of skin tones. You 
can buy either solo boxes 

in shades like Ebony, 
Caramel, and Sand or an 
assorted pack, perfect  

for families that 
encompass different  

hues. $4 for 20;  
browndages.com

RELAX

Turn your shower into a more 
calming experience with Musee 

Sweet Orange & Sunflower 
Shower Steamers. Once the hot 
water is sufficiently steamy, pop  

a disk on the floor of the shower—it 
will dissolve into a wave of fragrant 

essential oils that soothe the 
senses (at least until your  

kid knocks on the door). $22 for a 
pack of four; museebath.com 

PROTECT

By summer’s end,  
your sunnies will 
probably be: (A) broken, 
(B) lost, or (C) covered  
in toddler fingerprints. 
But hey, if they’re going 
to be disposable, you 
can at least be kind to 
the planet with Swway, 
a sustainable line of 
shades. Each of the five 
fun styles will break 
down completely  
in a landfill (or can be  
sent back to the 
company for closed-
loop recycling).  
Sun’s up! Starting at 
$65; getswway.com 

CAR MESSES,  

CONTAINED
When you have kids, it can 
feel impossible to keep 
debris out of a car (looking 
at you, backseat Goldfish 
crumbs). But repurposing 
some household items can 
help salvage your interior.

O L D  C R I B  S H E E T

Your kid has outgrown it, so tuck it 
around the bottom of a bench seat or 
a full bucket seat to catch sand, pet 
hair, and the inevitable liquid spills.

PA I N T B R U S H

Keep a makeup brush or a paintbrush  
in the center console to dust air vents 
or granola remnants out of crevices.

S I L I C O N E  L I N E R S

Stick a couple of reusable liners—yes, 
the ones you use for cupcakes—into 
your cupholders so that you can then 
periodically pull them out and rinse 
away any crusted goo.

Sources: Mariah Moon, of the blog The Simple 

Parent; Holly Homer, of the blog Kids Activities. 
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5 BENEFITS. 1 BOTTLE.
SMOOTH. STRONG. SHINY. SILKY. SOFT.

UNCAP THE LOVE
™



 Parker hugs  

 Lailaa at her last game  

 for Los Angeles.  

 Now she plays  

 for her hometown,  

 Chicago. 

 

In her podcast, 

Moments With Candace 

Parker, she talks  

to parents such as 

cookbook author Danielle 

Walker and actor Tia 

Mowry about modern 

parenting life. 

Neither Lailaa nor I can 
hide anything.

 I feel like a cool mom 

when Lailaa watches my 
favorite childhood 
shows like Full House 
and Sister, Sister. 

 I feel like an uncool 

mom when I try the 
latest TikTok dance. 
Lailaa is not impressed.

 Activity we love 
Getting outside and 
getting active. Whether 
it’s playing basketball or 
soccer or just lying  
by the pool, we always 
have a blast. 

 Activity we hate  
I think every parent can 
agree: Virtual learning 
was tough over this  
past year.

 At least I have this 

down I know I can talk 
to Lailaa  about anything, 
no matter how big or 
small. That leads to our 
having conversations 
that my peers and I 
probably didn’t have 
with our own parents.  

I know her generation will 
change the world, and  
I can’t wait to see what 
they accomplish.

 I am still figuring  

this out Not feeling  
guilty about parenting 
missteps or shortcomings. 
Parenting is a great 
equalizer but also the 
biggest blessing. From 
trials to belly laughs, 
family is center stage for 
all that life has to offer. 

/  H I G H S  A N D  L O W S  /

Candace Parker
One year into playing WNBA basketball, when she was the reigning MVP and Rookie  

of the Year, Parker gave birth to Lailaa , now 12. It meant hustling back to  
work six weeks later, but the juggle was worth it. “Being a mom is my number-one favorite  

job,” says Parker, 35, who’s now a forward for the Chicago Sky. She and her preteen  
are among a group of majority female co-owners of the Angel City Football Club who are 

aiming to revolutionize how female athletes are compensated.

 Recent parenting win 
The great opportunity to 
get my daughter invested 
in the new professional 
women’s soccer team in 
Los Angeles. Though 
she’s still a kid, Lailaa will 
join dozens of co-owners 
including Serena 
Williams, Eva Longoria, 
America Ferrera, former 
soccer players, and  
me. I’m excited for young 
people to see how a 
sports business could 
and should be run. 

 Recent parenting  

miss Finding out, on the 
morning that school 
started back up, that 
Lailaa had outgrown her 
school uniform pants

 My parenting 

superpower Knowing  
I have my daughter as  
my teammate. I don’t 
make any major decisions 
without her. 

 My parenting 

kryptonite I don’t always 
serve healthy meals. 
Sometimes you need a 
cheat meal … or day.

 Best time of day 
Walking the dogs with 
Lailaa in the evening

 Worst time of day 
Conference calls, 
especially Zoom calls

 Best trait my kid  

got from me Lailaa always 
gets back up after a  
fall, and the maturity she 
shows when handling 
tough situations never 
ceases to amaze me. 

 Unfortunate trait  

my kid got from me  

Facial expressions. C
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 OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
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 This summer, let them 
swing, leap,  

skip, and climb to their  
heart’s content.

KIDS.
H E L P  T H E M  T H R I V E  I N  E V E R Y  W A Y

A  F E W  E Q U I P M E N T 

U P G R A D E S  C A N  

M A K E  YO U R  H O M E  T H E 

C E N T E R  O F  P L AY.

Think 

Beyond the 

Swingset
The teensy play  
setup in the yard no 
longer enthralls your 
kids? Your furniture 
has become their 
personal parkour 
course? It’s natural 
for kids to want to 
run and tumble; the 
more they do it, the 
happier and healthier 
they are. We asked 
experts how to keep 
kids challenged  
over the long haul. 
(And yes, you get the 
couch back.)

by C AT H E R I N E  RYA N 

G R E G O RY

photograph by  
S T E P H A N I E  R A U S S E R
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AT  T H E  S TA R T  of the pandemic last year, 

desperation was the mother of invention. 

To diffuse my kids’ epic energy, my 

husband and I DIYed an aerial silks setup 

by tying sheets to X-mount hooks bolted 

to the ceiling beam. Memory foam 

mattresses softened the occasional hard 

landing. Maxine, 6, and Edie, 8, have since 

spent endless hours swinging, climbing, 

and “flying.” (“We’re dragons, Mom!”) 

Experts say that encouraging active 

play increases physical fitness and also 

helps kids work on critical skills that 

have lifelong benefits. “Play is essential 

to development,” says Sarena Patel, a 

pediatric physical therapist in New York 

City. “As kids hone their balance, agility, 

coordination, and endurance, they also 

develop self-confidence, discover what 

they’re good at, and learn what they like.” 

These benefits come in handy at school 

too. “Cardio and strengthening activities 

burn off energy to help your kid focus in 

class, release endorphins to boost their 

mood, and can encourage sharing, 

taking turns, and playing on teams,” 

explains Elina Skripochnik, a  

pediatric physical therapist based  

in New Rochelle, New York. 

That said, they’re going to fall—and 

fail—and that’s a good thing. The chance 

to try, try, and try again is one reason 

why parkour and ninja courses are all 

the rage: Kids don’t have to worry about 

getting cut from a team, and finally 

nailing that jump-swing-somersault 

combo proves they can get better at 

physical activities, using stamina and 

determination. “Kids can make obstacles 

progressively harder to keep reaching  

for more,” says Karsten Williams, an 

eight-time competitor on American 

Ninja Warrior and head coach at Ninja 

Nation, a ninja gym in Texas, North 

Carolina, and Colorado. “When kids see 

challenges outside the course, they’ll 

know what to do: Take it on and keep 

working to overcome it.” Of course, safety 

measures still apply. Enforcing helmet 

rules and clearing away trip hazards, for 

example, will give you peace of mind 

that your child is safe, Skripochnik says. 

If your kid has outgrown their swingset 

and is ready to try something new, let 

them help pick out gear and plan their 

play, says Whitney Casares, M.D., a 

pediatrician in Portland, Oregon. 

Finally, be a role model. Kids mimic us 

in every way, says Zabina Bhasin, M.D.,  

a child psychiatrist in Los Angeles and 

founder of the toy company In KidZ, 

which celebrates cultural diversity. Let 

them see you dancing after a hard day 

and modeling good sportsmanship when 

you lose—or win!—a race with them to the 

mailbox. The goal: Give kids the chance 

to move in all sorts of ways. “When they 

work hard and try new things, they 

flourish,” Williams says. “You’ll see them 

grow confidence, courage, and strength.”

12 FREE ITEMS FOR 

BUILDING A NINJA COURSE

“You don’t have to go overboard to 

make play fun. Kids find joy  

in simple things,” says Dr. Whitney 

Casares. Assemble a kit they  

can use to invent their own game. 

Consider this your checklist:

CARDBOARD BOXES Line up different-

size boxes and try to toss in 

beanbags. The farther away the box, 

the higher the points.

ROPE Crisscross it up and down your 

hallway walls for a “laser” challenge.

PAINTER’S TAPE Stick a path on the 

floor and tiptoe to the next destination.

ADJUSTABLE CLOSET ROD Extend it in 

a doorway for limbo.

CHALK Draw a maze on the driveway.

BALLOON Play the classic keep-it-up-

in-the-air game.

POTS AND WOODEN SPOONS Turn pots 

on their side and use a spoon like a 

croquet mallet to hit a ball into them.

SOCCER AND GOLF BALLS Make a goal 

using only silly rules—“Kick while crab 

walking” or “Nudge with your nose.”

HULA-HOOP Consider this your “safe 

zone” during tag or other games.

FABRIC Start a tug-of-war.

JUMP ROPE Tie it between chair legs 

and army crawl underneath. 
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  it throws 
     everyone
        off course.

  When you  
muddle through     
    allergies

Stick with the consistent allergy relief of ZYRTEC®
ZYRTEC® starts working hard at hour one. It works twice as hard 
when you take it again the next day and stays strong day after day.

©J&JCI 2021

*Starts working at hour 1. Use only as directed.

Works
   fast*

   and
stays
strong

day
after 
day.



No tools are needed to install  

the Gym1 Deluxe Indoor  

Playground. Simply secure the  

pull-up bar in your doorway and  

alternate between the five  

additional attachments: a swing,  

rings, a trapeze bar, a ladder, 

and a rope. Ages 4+, $180; gym1.net 

Now your kid can actually climb the walls. 

Bolt the Slothside Rock Climbing  

Holds Set onto a vertical surface inside 

or out using the provided hardware.  

The polyester resin holds give kids  

more grip than plastic options and can 

withstand up to 337 pounds, so the  

whole family can practice Spidey moves.  

Ages 4+, $60; amazon.com

SHIFT THEIR GE AR

Your school-age kids will get plenty of opportunity to try new things and strengthen  

different muscle groups with these adventure-driven toys and equipment.

Transform The Nugget—the original  

and still the most sought-after  

play couch out there—into  

a castle, a fort, or a spaceship and  

back again. “Kids can use  

their mind and muscles to build,  

especially on rainy days,”  

Dr. Zabina Bhasin says. Ages 2 to 12, 
$229; nuggetcomfort.com 

Branch is just out of reach? Give your  

kid a boost with the Slackers Tree 

Climbers Kit. The set includes six bases 

with four handholds and ratchet  

straps that secure tightly around your  

tree without hurting it. They fit trunks  

with a 10-to-28-inch diameter,  

so most trees should be fair game.  

Ages 5+, $100; b4adventure.com

“Look, I’m a giant!” The Walkaroo  

‘Wee’ Balance Stilts lift  

your kid up to 17 inches off  

the ground. Raise the challenge on  

an obstacle course by having  

competitors penguin walk  

through the route. Ages 4+, $50;  
geospaceplay.com 

Wobble, tilt, spin, slide. Your kid  

can learn the skills needed to skateboard, 

surf, and snowboard on the Spooner 

Board Pro from Fat Brain Toys.  

The curved yet sturdy contour helps 

build their strength and balance.  

Rock and glide on it indoors, or take  

it outside to tear up a hill.  

Ages 3+, $55; fatbraintoys.com 
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always attach 
your furniture 
to the wall 
with tip-over 
restraints

never place a TV or other 
heavy objects on furniture 
not intended for that use

never allow children 
to stand, climb or 
hang on drawers, 

and never open 
more than one 

drawer at a time

place heavy objects  
in the lowest drawers

The IKEA Safer Home mobile app helps you make child safety checklists based on  
your child’s age and find easy home safety tips. It can be downloaded for free at your 

favorite app store. For more home safety ideas, visit IKEA-USA.com/saferhomes
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9 SMART WAYS  

TO PROTECT YOUR  

CHILD’S SKIN

Pediatric dermatologists  
treat everything from  

eczema to diaper rash to  
“What’s that weird bump?”  

This is what they  
want you to understand  

about your kid’s  
birthday suit and how to  

keep it healthy.
by TA M E K I A  R E E C E
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When it comes  

to bathtime,  

go for a gentle 

cleanser.



YO U R  K I D ’ S  S K I N  is likely smooth, soft, 

and oh-so-kissable—not saying that yours 

isn’t—but what makes make their skin  

so delicious also makes it sensitive. 

Children’s skin is thinner than adults’ 

and more fragile, so bacteria, allergens, 

and irritants can more easily penetrate 

the protective barrier and cause rashes 

or infections. It also loses moisture faster 

and is more vulnerable to sun damage.

All of that means keeping your child’s 

skin clean, hydrated, and problem-free 

isn’t always simple. We asked pediatric 

dermatologists what they wish every 

parent knew about children’s skin, from 

general care to diagnosable issues.

1

Steer clear of products  
with fragrances, dyes, and 

preservatives. 
Kids’ skin can’t handle a lot of harsh 

chemicals. Since their skin is thinner, 

they absorb more of what’s in skin-care 

products than we do. Dermatologists 

recommend a “less is more” approach. 

“You should choose products with the 

fewest ingredients possible to keep your 

child’s skin happy,” says Nnenna Agim, 

M.D., director of dermatology at Children’s 

Health and associate professor of 

dermatology at UT Southwestern, in 

Dallas. Although you should look for 

ones that are free of dyes, preservatives, 

and fragrances, know this: A bottle that 

says “unscented” doesn’t necessarily 

mean fragrance-free. Some unscented 

products have what’s called a masking 

fragrance, which is meant to hide the 

chemical scent of the substance, explains 

Patrick McMahon, M.D., a pediatric 

dermatologist and medical director of 

teledermatology at Children’s Hospital 

of Philadelphia. “Masking fragrances 

could still be irritating for some children, 

so always look for ‘fragrance-free’  

on the packaging.” Even with “natural” 

products, you want as close to one 

ingredient as possible. Dr. McMahon 

often recommends 100 percent pure 

coconut oil, pure shea butter, and good 

old-fashioned petroleum jelly. 

2

Keeping wounds moist can 
minimize scars.

If your child gets a cut, a scrape, or another 

minor skin injury, first clean the area 

with soap and water to remove any debris 

and prevent an infection. Then apply an 

ointment on top, such as petroleum jelly, 

to make sure it doesn’t dry out. “If you 

don’t apply ointment, a scab may form, 

which can slow the healing process,” says 

Derek Chu, M.D., a pediatric dermatologist 

at Stanford Children’s Health, in  

Palo Alto, California. Skip antibiotic 

ointment, though. Some kids may be  

(or can become) allergic to certain topical 

antibiotics, which can cause a rash. So 

keep it easy for yourself and bring out the 

tube of antibiotic ointment only if your 

kid’s wound looks infected (redness, pus, 

bumps). Healing skin is often darker or 

lighter than its normal shade, so “once 

the cut has healed, protect it from the 

sun with clothing or sunscreen to help 

prevent long-term pigment change,” says  

Adnan Mir, M.D., Ph.D., a pediatric P
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dermatologist and a committee chair of 

The Society for Pediatric Dermatology.

3

Go heavy on the  
diaper-rash cream—as if  

you’re frosting a cake.
The first line of defense is to change your 

baby’s diaper often, and as soon as you can 

after it’s soiled. When possible (especially 

if your baby already has diaper rash), 

gently clean the area without soap or 

excessive rubbing. “You can use a little 

squeeze bottle of warm water to rinse  

the area and then blot it dry,” says Susan 

Boiko, M.D., a pediatric dermatologist  

at Rady Children’s Hospital, in San Diego. 

Then apply a diaper paste or an ointment 

to create a barrier so pee or poop touches 

the cream instead of your baby’s skin. 

“Spread on a thick layer as if you’re putting 

cream cheese on a bagel,” Dr. Boiko  

notes. You can also stave off a red tush by 

allowing the skin to fully dry between 

diaper changes, says Brandi Kenner-Bell, 

M.D., assistant professor of dermatology 

and pediatrics at Ann & Robert H. Lurie 

Children’s Hospital of Chicago. Whenever 

feasible, let your kid have some naked 

time so they can air out.

Sometimes, even when you do all of 

this, your kiddo still gets a diaper rash.  

If the rash gets worse, doesn’t go away 

within two to three days, or spreads to 

other parts of the body, or if your baby 

has a fever, contact their doctor.

4

Plain water can work just  
as well as soap.

“Babies and young children don’t have 

the hormones, the sweating, or the oils 

in their skin to cause odor, so there’s no 

need to put soap all over their body,” 

Dr. Kenner-Bell explains. A good soapy 

scrub down is needed only if their skin 

is visibly soiled, they went swimming,  

or you’ve applied insect repellent or 

sunscreen. “Otherwise, use a mild soap 

or a gentle cleanser just on the ‘stink 

zones’—that’s the armpits, groin area, and 

feet—and plain water for all the other 

parts,” says A. Yasmine Kirkorian, M.D.,  

a pediatric dermatologist and interim 

chief of dermatology at Children’s 

WAIT—IS THAT 

A PIMPLE? 

If you’ve spotted a  

blemish on your kid—even 

though they’re nowhere  

near teenagedom—these are 

some potential causes.

B A BY  AC N E

This bumpy, reddish rash  
appears on a baby’s face and neck 

between their second  
and fourth weeks of life. It’s 

harmless and goes away on its own 
without treatment.

P R E P U B E R T Y  B R E A KO U T S

Some kids start to get acne several 
years before puberty, as early as 

ages 7 to 9, Dr. Anna Kirkorian says. 
As long as it’s just a few bumps here 
and there, it’s probably normal and 

can be treated with a gentle cleanser 
or an OTC salicylic and benzoyl 

peroxide acne wash. If the acne is 
severe or causes scarring, consult 

their pediatrician or a dermatologist.

M A S K  I R R I TAT I O N

Dubbed “maskne,” it’s caused  
by bacterial growth, inflammation, 
and friction as a result of wearing a  
face mask. To prevent or reduce it, 

wash or clean their masks  
frequently. If your child’s skin is 

irritated, put a little  
petroleum jelly on the area at  

night before bedtime.

AC N E  L O O K- A L I K E S

Sometimes bumps on the face  
aren’t really pimples. They  

could be from the bacterial skin 
infection perioral dermatitis  

(which causes bumps around the 
mouth) or some other rash,  

Dr. Kirkorian says. If you’re unsure, 
contact your doctor.

National Hospital, in Washington, D.C. 

A daily bath is fine—it won’t dry out 

your kid’s skin. Just go easy on the suds 

and shampoo. 

Cutting back on soap applies to your 

child’s face too. Usually, plain warm 

water is enough. But you may need a 

gentle cleanser or a baby wipe to remove 

the remnants of greasy or oily foods.

5

If your kid has  
eczema, a quick bath can  

seal in moisture. 
Eczema, or atopic dermatitis, is the most 

common reason parents take kids to a 

dermatologist. It causes patches of dry, 

itchy skin, and for decades, doctors 

recommended that people with the 

condition bathe less frequently to avoid 

dehydrating their skin. “Now we suggest 

taking short daily baths because we’ve 

learned that this helps keep moisture in,” 

Dr. Kenner-Bell says. A five-to-ten-

minute soak once a day is all your kid 

needs. Afterward, just pat them dry, 

apply any topical eczema medication, and 

immediately slather on moisturizer to 

seal in the hydration. “This provides an 

added barrier not only to help retain 

moisture in the skin but also to protect  

it from irritating substances that it might 

come in contact with,” says Dr. Chu,  

who recommends using thicker creams 

or ointments rather than lotion and 

moisturizing at least twice a day for kids 

with dry or eczema-prone skin. If daily 

baths and moisturizing don’t improve 

your child’s eczema symptoms, check 

with their pediatrician or dermatologist  

for other treatments. 

6

Use about a tablespoon  
of moisturizer on each area  

of your kid’s body.
Even if your child doesn’t have eczema, 

regular moisturizing helps improve and 

maintain the health of their skin. But 

you’re probably being too light-handed. 

“When I show parents how much 

moisturizer they should use on their 

child’s skin, it’s often way more than they 

think,” Dr. Kirkorian says. “Your child’s 

skin should be bright, glistening, and T
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Kid-Tested Skin Care
We asked a panel of families to try  

the top creams, shampoos, sunscreens,  

and more. Simply hover your  

phone’s camera over the smart code for  

our full list of the year’s best  

skin-care products for babies and kids.

shiny when you’re done.” It might look 

as if you’ve overdone it, but just wait—the 

moisturizer will get absorbed in about 

five minutes. A once-a-day rubdown 

after a bath is all a kid without eczema 

needs to lock in moisture and keep their 

skin healthy. 

7

A sunburn now  
can increase their risk of  

skin cancer later. 
“The damage done by the sun in the first 

18 years of life sets the stage for your 

child’s skin-cancer risk when they get 

older,” Dr. Mir explains. Blistering 

sunburns, in particular, are dangerous  

in the long term. The best way to protect 

your child is to limit sun exposure, 

especially during the peak-intensity 

hours of 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. When they’re 

outdoors, have them wear clothing with 

UPF (ultraviolet protection factor),  

or dress them in lightweight long sleeves 

and long pants, tightly woven fabrics, 

dark colors, a wide-brimmed hat, and 

sunglasses with UV protection.

For babies under 6 months, the best 

protection is to keep them covered up 

and out of the sun, but if there’s no way 

to avoid it, apply a small amount of 

broad-spectrum sunscreen with at least 

8

Most rashes are not  
dangerous. 

Although a red or bumpy area on your 

kid’s skin might freak you out, there are 

many common rashes that are caused 

by irritation or a reaction to a virus. 

“Most rashes aren’t an emergency and 

will likely go away on their own or with 

an OTC product like a moisturizer or 

hydrocortisone,” Dr. McMahon says. 

“For hives, an antihistamine is most 

helpful.” However, contact your doc about 

a rash that comes with a fever, has blisters 

or is tender, is near the eyes, mouth, or 

genitals, popped up after your child took 

a new medication, or persists for longer 

than a couple of days.

9

Kids with moles should  
see a dermatologist  

every year.
Whether your child has one mole or 

several, they should see a dermatologist 

or a pediatric dermatologist at least 

annually for an evaluation, says Ana M. 

Duarte, M.D., director of dermatology  

at Nicklaus Children’s Hospital and 

founder of the Children’s Skin Center, in 

Miami. In between visits, keep an eye on 

your child’s moles. If there’s a new one 

or an existing one has changed in size, 

shape, or color, or if it just looks different 

from the other moles, your child should 

see a dermatologist as soon as possible. 

That goes for birthmarks too. There are 

many different types, so one that 

changes also warrants an immediate 

appointment with a doctor. 

SPF 30 to exposed areas of their skin, 

like their face and the backs of their 

hands. Children 6 months and older, 

though, should wear sunscreen anytime 

they’ll be outdoors (even on cloudy  

days since the sun’s rays still shine 

through). That goes for all kids, 

regardless of skin tone. “Some Black  

and brown people think they don’t need 

sunscreen, but that’s far from true,”  

Dr. Kenner-Bell says. “Yes, skin-cancer 

rates are lower in these populations,  

but we’re subject to sun damage just  

like anyone else.”

Mineral-based sunscreens that 

contain zinc oxide or titanium dioxide 

are safest for children. Look for one  

that is broad-spectrum (this means it 

protects against both UVA and UVB 

rays) and has an SPF of 30 or higher. 

Apply sunscreen 15 to 30 minutes before 

going outside, and reapply every two 

hours and after your child has been 

swimming or sweating. Then make sure 

to spot-check. We often miss the 

hairline, scalp, ears, backs of the knees, 

tops of the feet, and that little area on the 

back where your child’s shirt rises if 

they’re bending over to play, Dr. Boiko 

says. For squirmy or impatient kids, 

make applying sunscreen a game by 

letting them pick the area on their body 

you slather up first. S
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Sometimes it seems as if the fighting  
will never end—who gets to use  

the iPad, who gets to sit in your lap, who  
gets the bigger slice of cake.  

A new book about raising kids to,  
yes, be less jerky offers some  

research-backed ways to keep the peace.
by M E L I N D A  W E N N E R  M OY E R   /   photographs by P R I S C I L L A  G R A G G
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O H ,  T H E  T H I N G S  siblings do to torment 

each other. They fight over stuff that 

doesn’t seem worth thinking about, 

much less fighting over. In one study, 

toddler- and preschool-age brothers and 

sisters had an average of more than six 

fights per hour! My own kids relentlessly 

argue over timing: who gets to brush 

their teeth first in the morning, and who 

gets to wash their hands first before 

dinner. Pick a verb, any verb, and I’ll bet 

you ten dollars that my kids have injured 

one another in a squabble over who  

gets to do it first.

Even when kids do thoughtless or 

seemingly cruel things, they often aren’t 

fully aware of their actions and the 

consequences. Sometimes they’re 

curious about cause and effect, and 

siblings are convenient objects on which 

to carry out their experiments. What do 

kids fight over most? Physical possessions. 

Toys, clothes, art supplies, iPads, 

pillows—name something in your house, 

and chances are your kids will argue 

about it at some point. My neighbor’s kids 

recently got into a screaming fight over 

whose turn it was to hold an empty 

potato chip bag. Sounds silly, but it’s all 

about perceived fairness and value. An 

empty potato chip bag may not seem 

like anything special when it’s in the 

trash, but the minute your daughter has 

it in her hands, your son will notice how 

shiny and pretty and crinkly it is and 

need it right this instant.

However, the ways we engage with  

our kids give us at least some control 

over how much they’ll argue. Here are 

four ways that you can reduce conflict 

before it happens—and help your kids 

learn to start resolving their disputes  

by themselves. 

Teach your kids 

to consider their siblings’ 

feelings.

A few months ago, after my kids got  

into their 42nd fight of the day, I signed 

up for my very first clinical trial—of a 

new online intervention called the  

More Fun With Sisters and Brothers 

Program. It was designed by psychologist 

Laurie Kramer, Ph.D., and her colleagues 

at Northeastern University to test 

whether parents can teach their kids 

skills to help them get along better.

Siblings often squabble because  

they come to situations with different 

points of view and desires. My 6-year-

old, for instance, loves to knock on my 

9-year-old’s door to ask him to play  

with her when she’s bored. But my older 

one likes to read alone and thinks her 

frequent requests are intentionally 

trying to annoy him. One of the goals  

of the program is to help siblings 

understand each other’s perspective, 

and Dr. Kramer teaches families to use 

the phrase, “See it your way, see it my 

way.” So I might ask my son to explain 

what he thinks is going on in his sister’s 

head, and he might say, “She knows  

I want to be alone, and she’s trying to 

bother me!” Then I could ask my 

daughter if that’s really what she was 

thinking and intending. She might 

explain, “No, I just really want to play 

with him.” Then I’d ask her to explain 

what she thinks her brother is thinking. 

She might say, “He just wants to be  

mean to me because he doesn’t like  

me!” And then he might say, “I’m really 

tired and just want to be alone for  

a while.” When kids learn to consider  

and eventually predict other people’s 
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 TALK TO YOUR ECZEMA SPECIALIST AND VISIT DUPIXENT.COM OR CALL 1-844-DUPIXENT (1-844-387-4936) 

*THIS IS NOT INSURANCE. Not valid for prescriptions paid, in whole or in part, by Medicaid, Medicare, VA, DOD, TRICARE, or other federal or state 
programs, including any state pharmaceutical assistance programs. Program has an annual maximum of $13,000. Additional terms and conditions apply.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR AS LITTLE AS A $0 COPAY.* CALL 1-844-DUPIXENT (1-844-387-4936)

GET AHEAD OF ECZEMA 
AND SHOW MORE SKIN

JOLIE, 
REAL PATIENT

Individual results 
may vary.

DUPIXENT is a breakthrough eczema treatment that targets a key source 
of inflammation that can lead to uncontrolled moderate-to-severe eczema 
(atopic dermatitis).

Approved for ages 6 years and up.

DUPIXENT may help provide:

Clearer skin 

Noticeably less itch

DUPIXENT is:

Not an immunosuppressant 

Not a cream or steroid

INDICATION

DUPIXENT is a prescription medicine used 
to treat people aged 6 years and older with 
moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis (eczema) 
that is not well controlled with prescription 
therapies used on the skin (topical), or who 
cannot use topical therapies. DUPIXENT can 
be used with or without topical corticosteroids 
It is not known if DUPIXENT is safe and 
effective in children with atopic dermatitis under 
6 years of age. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

Do not use if you are allergic to dupilumab or
to any of the ingredients in DUPIXENT®.

Before using DUPIXENT, tell your healthcare 
provider about all your medical conditions, 
including if you: have eye problems; have a 
parasitic (helminth) infection; are scheduled to 
receive any vaccinations. You should not receive a 
“live vaccine” if you are treated with DUPIXENT; 
are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not 
known whether DUPIXENT will harm your unborn 
baby. There is a pregnancy exposure registry for 
women who take DUPIXENT during pregnancy 
to collect information about the health of you 
and your baby. Your healthcare provider can 
enroll you or you may enroll yourself. To get more 
information about the registry call 1-877-311-8972 
or go to https://mothertobaby.org/ongoing-study/ 
dupixent/; are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. 
It is not known whether DUPIXENT passes into 
your breast milk.

Tell your healthcare provider about all the 
medicines you take, including prescription 
and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins and 
herbal supplements.

Especially tell your healthcare provider if you 
are taking oral, topical or inhaled corticosteroid 
medicines or if you have atopic dermatitis and 
asthma and use an asthma medicine. Do not 
change or stop your corticosteroid medicine or 
other asthma medicine without talking to your 
healthcare provider. This may cause other symptoms 
that were controlled by the corticosteroid 
medicine or other asthma medicine to come back. 

DUPIXENT can cause serious 
side effects, including:

Allergic reactions (hypersensitivity), including 
a severe reaction known as anaphylaxis. Stop 
using DUPIXENT and tell your healthcare provider 
or get emergency help right away if you get any 
of the following symptoms: breathing problems, 
fever, general ill feeling, swollen lymph nodes, 
swelling of the face, mouth and tongue, hives, 
itching, fainting, dizziness, feeling lightheaded 
(low blood pressure), joint pain, or skin rash.

Eye problems. Tell your healthcare provider if 
you have any new or worsening eye problems, 
including eye pain or changes in vision.

The most common side effects in patients 
with atopic dermatitis include injection site 
reactions, eye and eyelid inflammation, including 
redness, swelling, and itching, and cold sores 
in your mouth or on your lips.

Tell your healthcare provider if you have any 
side effect that bothers you or that does not go 
away. These are not all the possible side effects 
of DUPIXENT. Call your doctor for medical 
advice about side effects. You are encouraged 
to report negative side effects of prescription 
drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, 
or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Use DUPIXENT exactly as prescribed. Your 
healthcare provider will tell you how much 
DUPIXENT to inject and how often to inject 
it. DUPIXENT is an injection given under the 
skin (subcutaneous injection). If your healthcare 
provider decides that you or a caregiver can give 
DUPIXENT injections, you or your caregiver 
should receive training on the right way to 
prepare and inject DUPIXENT. Do not try to inject 
DUPIXENT until you have been shown the right 
way by your healthcare provider. In children 
12 years of age and older, it is recommended 
that DUPIXENT be administered by or under 
supervision of an adult. In children younger than 
12 years of age, DUPIXENT should be given 
by a caregiver.

Please see Brief Summary on next page.

© 2021 Sanofi and Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Brief Summary of Important Patient Information about DUPIXENT® (dupilumab)

(DU-pix’-ent)

injection, for subcutaneous use

Rx Only

What is DUPIXENT?

• DUPIXENT is a prescription medicine used: 

–  to treat people aged 6 years and older with moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis 

(eczema) that is not well controlled with prescription therapies used on the skin 

(topical), or who cannot use topical therapies. DUPIXENT can be used with or 

without topical corticosteroids.

•  DUPIXENT works by blocking two proteins that contribute to a type of 

infl ammation that plays a major role in atopic dermatitis.

•  It is not known if DUPIXENT is safe and effective in children with atopic dermatitis 

under 6 years of age.

Who should not use DUPIXENT?

Do not use DUPIXENT if you are allergic to dupilumab or to any of the ingredients 

in DUPIXENT. See the end of this summary of information for a complete list of 

ingredients in DUPIXENT.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before using DUPIXENT?

Before using DUPIXENT, tell your healthcare provider about all your 

medical conditions, including if you:

• have eye problems

• have a parasitic (helminth) infection

•  are scheduled to receive any vaccinations. You should not receive a “live vaccine” 

if you are treated with DUPIXENT.

•  are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known whether DUPIXENT will 

harm your unborn baby.

–  Pregnancy Exposure Registry. There is a pregnancy exposure registry for 

women who take DUPIXENT during pregnancy. The purpose of this registry is 

to collect information about the health of you and your baby.  Your healthcare 

provider can enroll you in this registry. You may also enroll yourself or get 

more information about the registry by calling 1 877 311-8972 or going to 

https://mothertobaby.org/ongoing-study/dupixent/.

•  are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. It is not known whether DUPIXENT 

passes into your breast milk.

Tell your healthcare provider about all of the medicines you take including 

prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

Especially tell your healthcare provider if you:

• are taking oral, topical, or inhaled corticosteroid medicines

• have atopic dermatitis and asthma and use an asthma medicine

Do not change or stop your corticosteroid medicine or other asthma medicine 

without talking to your healthcare provider. This may cause other symptoms 

that were controlled by the corticosteroid medicine or other asthma medicine 

to come back.

How should I use DUPIXENT?

•  See the detailed “Instructions for Use” that comes with DUPIXENT for 

information on how to prepare and inject DUPIXENT and how to properly 

store and throw away (dispose of) used DUPIXENT pre-fi lled syringes and 

pre-fi lled pens.

• Use DUPIXENT exactly as prescribed by your healthcare provider.

•  Your healthcare provider will tell you how much DUPIXENT to inject and how often 

to inject it.

•  DUPIXENT comes as a single-dose pre-fi lled syringe with needle shield or as a 

pre-fi lled pen.

•  DUPIXENT is given as an injection under the skin (subcutaneous injection).

•  If your healthcare provider decides that you or a caregiver can give the injections 

of DUPIXENT, you or your caregiver should receive training on the right way to 

prepare and inject DUPIXENT. Do not try to inject DUPIXENT until you have been 

shown the right way by your healthcare provider. In children 12 years of age and 

older, it is recommended that DUPIXENT be administered by or under supervision 

of an adult. In children younger than 12 years of age, DUPIXENT should be given 

by a caregiver.

•  If your dose schedule is every other week and you miss a dose of 

DUPIXENT: Give the DUPIXENT injection within 7 days from the missed dose, 

then continue with your original schedule. If the missed dose is not given within 

7 days, wait until the next scheduled dose to give your DUPIXENT injection.

•  If your dose schedule is every 4 weeks and you miss a dose of 

DUPIXENT: Give the DUPIXENT injection within 7 days from the missed dose, 

then continue with your original schedule. If the missed dose is not given within 

7 days, start a new every 4 week dose schedule from the time you remember

to take your DUPIXENT injection.

•  If you inject more DUPIXENT than prescribed, call your healthcare provider 

right away.

•  Your healthcare provider may prescribe other medicines to use with DUPIXENT. 

Use the other prescribed medicines exactly as your healthcare provider tells 

you to.

What are the possible side effects of DUPIXENT?

DUPIXENT can cause serious side effects, including:

•  Allergic reactions (hypersensitivity), including a severe reaction known 

as anaphylaxis. Stop using DUPIXENT and tell your healthcare provider or get 

emergency help right away if you get any of the following symptoms: breathing 

problems, fever, general ill feeling, swollen lymph nodes, swelling of the face, 

mouth and tongue, hives, itching, fainting, dizziness, feeling lightheaded (low 

blood pressure), joint pain, or skin rash.

•  Eye problems. Tell your healthcare provider if you have any new or worsening 

eye problems, including eye pain or changes in vision.

The most common side effects of DUPIXENT in patients with atopic 

dermatitis include: injection site reactions, eye and eyelid infl ammation, including 

redness, swelling and itching, and cold sores in your mouth or on your lips. 

The following additional side effects have been reported with DUPIXENT: facial 

rash or redness.

Tell your healthcare provider if you have any side effect that bothers you or that 

does not go away.

These are not all of the possible side effects of DUPIXENT. Call your doctor for 

medical advice about side effects. You may report side effects to FDA. 

Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

General information about the safe and effective use of DUPIXENT.

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a 

Patient Information leafl et. Do not use DUPIXENT for a condition for which it was 

not prescribed. Do not give DUPIXENT to other people, even if they have the same 

symptoms that you have. It may harm them.

This is a brief summary of the most important information about DUPIXENT for 

this use. If you would like more information, talk with your healthcare provider. 

You can ask your pharmacist or healthcare provider for more information about 

DUPIXENT that is written for healthcare professionals.

For more information about DUPIXENT, go to www.DUPIXENT.com 

or call 1-844-DUPIXENT (1-844-387-4936)

What are the ingredients in DUPIXENT?

Active ingredient: dupilumab

Inactive ingredients: L-arginine hydrochloride, L-histidine, polysorbate 80, 

sodium acetate, sucrose, and water for injection

Manufactured by: Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Tarrytown, NY 10591 

U.S. License # 1760; Marketed by sanofi -aventis U.S. LLC, (Bridgewater, NJ 

08807) and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Tarrytown, NY 10591)

DUPIXENT® is a registered trademark of Sanofi  Biotechnology / ©2021

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc. / sanofi -aventis U.S. LLC. All rights reserved.
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Lay down ground rules 

that prevent further 

fighting while the issue  

is being worked out:  

“You two sound so upset! 

We’re going to take some 

deep breaths, and I’m 

going to take the bear 

you’re fighting over and 

put it up in the cabinet. 

Then we’re going to  

talk about this, with no 

interrupting, okay?”

2

Ask each of your kids to 

describe what happened 

and identify the points of 

contention and common 

ground: “So you both 

agree that Connor was 

playing with the bear. 

Jayden says he asked for 

a turn, but, Connor, you 

said you didn’t hear him? 

That made Jayden feel 

frustrated, because  

he thought that you were 

ignoring him, and then  

he hit you.”

3

Foster empathy by 

encouraging them to 

discuss their feelings and 

then asking each child to 

repeat what the other 

said: “So, Connor, why 

did Jayden say he got so 

mad? Jayden, why did 

Connor start yelling when 

you hit him?”

4

Help them brainstorm 

solutions to the problem 

(and if their ideas are 

far-fetched, try to  

rein them in). “What are  

some ways the two  

of you could fix this? 

What could you do 

differently next time? 

Hmm, but if we buy  

600 more of these bears 

so you never have to share, 

what might happen?”

An important aspect  

of mediation is that  

you need to acknowledge 

your kids’ emotions. 

When we yell at our kids 

to stop arguing, we send 

them the message that 

the feelings they’re 

having—the ones that  

are driving their yells  

and cries—aren’t valid. 

Mediation does the 

opposite: It validates 

everyone’s feelings. This 

makes each child feel 

heard and respected, and 

helps each child learn to 

respect everyone else’s 

feelings. By fostering our 

kids’ ability to understand 

other perspectives, we 

build skills that will last  

a lifetime.

When my kids used the 

technique to resolve a 

fight that transpired after 

my daughter threw my 

son’s UNO cards across 

the room, I was amazed: 

They each (willingly!) 

apologized to each other 

and then cleaned up the 

cards together afterward. 

Of course, sometimes 

they still fight over who 

gets to brush their teeth 

first. But slowly, I’m seeing 

changes. Every time that  

I facilitate a mediation,  

it feels like an investment  

in my sanity—and in my 

kids’ well-being. 

Be a Mediator, Not a Referee 
Psychologists used to tell parents to stay out of sibling conflicts so kids  

would learn how to solve problems by themselves. But research has shown that this  
approach often backfires. Left to their own devices, siblings rarely resolve  

conflicts constructively, and the older or more dominant child usually “wins” through  
strength or coercion. At the same time, we shouldn’t referee sibling fights  

either, because you won’t always know who’s “right,” and even when you do, the minute  
you take one child’s side over the other’s, the losing child feels resentment that  

degrades their sibling relationship and fuels further conflict. With kids ages 3 and up,  
research has found that it’s most effective to act as a mediator instead.  

Stay calm and use this strategy.
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When kids aren’t  

being treated the  

same, they try to figure 

out why—and if they 

can come up with  

an explanation that  

seems reasonable, 

they’ll cut  

their parents quite  

a bit of slack.
From How to Raise Kids Who Aren’t A**holes: 

Science-Based Strategies for Better Parenting—From 

Tots to Teens, by Melinda Wenner Moyer, to be 

published July 20, 2021, by G.P. Putnam’s Sons, an 

imprint of the Penguin Publishing Group, a division 

of Penguin Random House, LLC. Copyright © 2021.

feelings and perspectives, they develop  

a skill known as theory of mind, and  

this helps them have healthier sibling 

relationships.

Don’t compare 

your kids.

We can’t help noticing the ways in which 

our children are unique, and we often  

try to celebrate their differences. But 

when we highlight one child’s strengths, 

our other kids might interpret our 

comparisons as critiques or, worse, as 

self-fulfilling prophecies. I remember 

this from my own childhood. My parents 

sometimes described my sister as “the 

gregarious one,” which was true. But 

sometimes it felt like a criticism of me, 

as well as a prediction of who I would 

become, even what kind of career would 

be appropriate for me. And it made  

me jealous of my sister! This is obviously 

not what my parents meant to do.

Sometimes we compare our kids even 

when we’re trying to compliment them: 

“Oh, you’re kicking the soccer ball 

almost as far as your brother does!” 

Instead, you can just say, “Look how far 

you kicked the soccer ball!” Likewise, 

avoid trying to motivate your child by 

saying something like, “When your 

brother was 5, he got himself dressed 

every day. Why can’t you do that?”  

I may have said this exact thing to my 

daughter a few months ago in a moment 

of frustration, but comments like these 

can make kids feel bad about themselves 

and fuel sibling resentment.

Strive for 

equality, but don’t 

stress over it.

I’ve often worried about whether I’m 

treating my kids exactly the same—in 

part because my kids seem obsessed 

with fairness. (“She got the bigger half  

of the cookie! No fair!”) But Dr. Kramer 

has found that kids are often quite 

generous in how they interpret “fair 

treatment.” In one study of sibling pairs, 

three quarters of kids who perceived 

that their parents treated them and  

their siblings differently still felt that 

this treatment was fair. When they 

aren’t being treated the same, they try  

to figure out why—and if they can come 

up with an explanation that seems 

reasonable, they’ll cut their parents 

quite a bit of slack. (“My mom spends 

more time with my brother than me,  

but it’s okay because my brother really  

is going through a hard time.”)

Plus, equal treatment isn’t always  

the same as fair treatment. If both your 

4-year-old and your 8-year-old have  

to go to bed at the same time, that’s 

certainly equal, but the older child  

isn’t going to consider it fair. And kids 

much prefer to be treated fairly than 

equally; they want their individuality  

to be respected and understood. 

Don’t force your 

kids to share on your 

timeline.

My kids are always fighting over toys: 

“She’s been playing with that ball for 

four hours!” As parents, we often feel 

forced into the role of deciding when  

one child’s turn is over, which means  

we also have to strong-arm that kid into 

handing the toy over to their sibling.  

It’s a thankless job that leads to more 

thankless jobs, and in the end, pretty 

much everyone winds up grumpy.

Consider what happens when you  

step in to force your firstborn to hand 

something over to your second-born:  

The older child is going to feel angry at 

you—the person in power who has taken 

away their toy—and also mad at their 

little sibling, who now gets the thing 

they desperately want. The whole 

experience is not going to teach them to 

learn how to share. And your other kid 

just learns that if they yell loudly enough, 

they will get exactly what they want. In 

fact, the entire scenario reinforces bad 

behavior: It tells kids that it’s okay to 

grab toys away from one another, since 

you as the parent just did that yourself. 

And they know that at any point, you 

might swoop in to take a toy away to give 

it to their sibling, so they’ll become 

singularly obsessed with keeping the  

toy for themselves. 

Instead, let your kids take what 

psychologist Laura Markham, Ph.D., 

author of Peaceful Parent, Happy Siblings, 

calls “self-regulated turns.” When a 

child has a toy, they get to decide how 

long their turn is before they share it. (I 

know what you’re thinking: Your other 

kid is never going to get the toy. And what 

are you supposed to do when they’re 

wailing the entire time they are forced to 

wait? You can start by acknowledging 

their feelings and frustration: “You’re so 

mad that you have to wait for him to 

finish playing with the ninja sword!”) 

It’s okay to set certain limits on how long 

each child’s turn can be; perhaps it has 

to end by bedtime at the latest, so the 

next morning, no matter what, the other 

child automatically gets their turn. But 

when their sibling does finally hand over 

the toy, the great thing is that it will 

happen willingly, and they’ll both have 

positive feelings toward each other 

during the exchange, which will reinforce 

the joy they can get from giving, and the 

benefits that come from being patient.

The first time you try this, it might 

not go well. But once both kids get used 

to it, they might end up being a bit kinder 

to each other, and make your life a little 

bit easier. Hey, it’s worth a shot. 
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Yup, they can  

get along,  

even when they  

don’t see  

eye to eye.



Don’t Forget the Other Vaccines 
Since people have been more hesitant to go to the doctor over the past year, child immunization  

rates have declined, putting kids and their families at risk.

W H E N  Kereese Gayle-Farias, 

M.D., gives a child a vaccine, 

she knows she is helping her 

patient stay healthy. Their 

chance of catching a serious 

disease and experiencing 

fatal complications drops 

significantly or, in the case of 

polio in the U.S., entirely.  

“If we neglect these important 

vaccines, we could end up  

with outbreaks of preventable 

diseases once people get 

back to normal life,” says  

Dr. Gayle-Farias, a member 

of the Parents AAP Panel. 

The Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) 

recommends the following 

vaccines for children 18 years 

and younger and has a 

catch-up schedule for those 

who fall behind. “Usually, 

additional appointments  

and adding vaccines to a  

visit that would otherwise  

have none will catch  

children up with no issues,”  

Dr. Gayle-Farias says. As  

for those eligible for the 

COVID-19 vaccine, the CDC 

no longer requires a 14-day 

waiting period between 

COVID vaccine doses and 

other vaccines.

 H E PATITI S B  This vaccine 

targets the hepatitis B virus, 

which can cause chronic liver 

disease, liver failure, and  

liver cancer. Ages given: Within 

12 hours after birth; 1 to 

2 months; 6 to 18 months 

 DTAP  This three-in-one 

vaccine protects against 

diphtheria, tetanus, and 

pertussis (whooping cough). 

Children receive five doses  

of the vaccine and get a  

booster dose called Tdap as  

a tween. Ages given: 2, 4,  

and 6 months; 15 to 18 months; 

4 to 6 years 

 ROTAVI RU S The rotavirus 

vaccine is orally administered. 

The drops fight the rotavirus, 

which can cause severe 

diarrhea or vomiting. Ages 

given: 2, 4, and 6 months 

(depending on the brand)

 H I B  This vaccine protects 

against Haemophilus influenzae 

type b. Infection from the 

bacterial disease can cause 

meningitis, pneumonia, 

deafness, and brain damage. 

Ages given: 2, 4, and 6 months 

(some brands); 12 to 15 months

 P CV 1 3  The pneumococcal 

vaccine fights infections, 

including sepsis, pneumonia, 

and ear infections, which  

can be caused by the bacterium 

pneumococcus.  

Ages given: 2, 4, and 6 months; 

12 to 15 months

 I NAC TIVATE D P O LI O 

VAC C I N E  This vaccine targets 

poliovirus, which can infect  

the spinal cord and cause 

paralysis. Ages given: 2 and  

4 months; 6 to 18 months;  

4 to 6 years 

 M M R  This three-in-one shot 

protects against measles, 

mumps, and rubella. Serious 

cases of measles and mumps 

can cause death, and rubella 

can cause a miscarriage if 

contracted during pregnancy. 

The vaccine has made measles 

rare in the United States,  

but there have been spikes  

in recent years, attributed  

to skipped vaccinations.  

Ages given: 12 to 15 months;  

4 to 6 years

 VAR I C E LL A  Chickenpox  

can lead to more than just 

itchy spots. Complications can 

include bleeding disorders, 

swelling of the brain, and 

pneumonia. Ages given: 12 to 

15 months; 4 to 6 years

 H E PATITI S A  Though 

children often don’t have 

symptoms of hepatitis A, they 

can pass the liver disease to 

unvaccinated adults. Ages 

given: 12 to 23 months and six 

months after the first dose

 H PV  This vaccine  

protects against 150 related 

viruses known as human 

papillomavirus. Infections  

can cause six types of cancer 

in adults and teens. Ages 

given: 11 to 12 years old, then  

six to 12 months after. Can  

be given as early as 9 years.

 M e n A C W Y  Meningococcal 

vaccines target the bacterium 

commonly known as 

meningococcus. The MenACWY 

vaccine targets four types. 

Talk to your pediatrician about 

whether your child should 

receive the MenB vaccine 

(which targets the fifth type)  

as a teen. Meningococcal 

disease causes meningitis, 

which can result in infections  

of the lining of the brain,  

spinal cord, and bloodstream 

and subsequent brain  

damage, deafness, or loss of 

limbs. Ages given: 11 to 12  

and 16 years.

 I N F LU E N Z A  To protect 

against serious cases, a yearly 

flu shot is recommended for 

children 6 months and older.

Talk to your child’s 

pediatrician about 

getting caught up on 

immunizations.
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by R E B E C C A  R A KO W I T Z

I F  YO U R  C H I L D  tends to 

get carsick, you know that 

nothing throws a wrench  

into a road trip like hearing,  

“I don’t feel so good,” from  

the backseat. To prevent a 

messy situation, it’s best  

for them to sit in the middle 

Smooth Roads Ahead
These easy-queasy hacks can help keep  

car sickness at bay.

and look through the front 

window at the horizon,  

says Michelle Terry, M.D.,  

a pediatric hospitalist at 

Seattle Children’s. Looking 

at screens or books will 

probably make them feel 

worse. Help them focus their 

attention away from their 

symptoms by listening to an 

audiobook or singing, or 

suggest a nap. And be sure to 

build in time for rest stops 

along the way.

Giving your child a light 

snack before leaving home is 

also a smart move—hunger 

can make queasiness worse. 

On the road, you can offer 

plain crackers, sips of 

water, or items with ginger, 

peppermint, licorice, or 

chamomile. You may have 

heard that holding a potato  

or smelling a lemon can  

cure car sickness. Dr. Terry 

says these hacks may have  

a placebo effect by taking a 

kid’s mind off how they feel. 

An acupressure wristband 

like Sea-Band may work  

too. Finally, speak with their 

pediatrician about  

using an antihistamine  

such as Dramamine or  

Children’s Benadryl to help 

reduce symptoms—or at 

least encourage drowsiness. 

The middle seat may ease 

symptoms by letting  

your child look out the 

front window.

Looking for  
More Parenting 

Podcasts?
Simply hover your  

phone’s camera over the  

smart code to listen  

to That New Mom Life,  

from Parents.

G I V E  T H I S  

A  L I S T E N

Parents advisor David L. 

Hill, M.D., and cohost 

Joanna Parga-Belinkie, 

M.D., interview experts 

about hot topics and 

research around kids’ 

health on Pediatrics on 

Call, a weekly podcast 

from the American 

Academy of Pediatrics. 

Though the show  

is designed for medical 

professionals, it’s an 

in-the-know resource for 

parents too. Since 

launching last year, the 

show has tackled  

what telehealth means for 

children with special 

needs, racism in health 

care, and “magic”  

in medicine. The stand- 

alone episodes (start 

anywhere!) are available 

on all podcast platforms. 

T H E Y  C A N  D O  I T !

Your child has been working on a puzzle 

for what feels like hours, and you’re 

tempted to jump in. According to a new 

study from the University of 

Pennsylvania, parents should resist that 

urge. It found that children ages 4 to 7 

persevere longer when allowed to work 

through a tough situation on their  

own. Study author Julia Leonard, Ph.D., 

encourages parents to wait until their 

child asks for help and to offer hints like, 

“Have you tried turning this piece 

around?” rather than taking over. 

“Struggling is often part of learning. Have 

confidence in your kid’s ability to figure 

things out themselves,” Dr. Leonard says.



Get Your Fruit On!
Is it even summer without watermelon? (And mangoes,  

berries, and peaches ...) The time is ripe  
to pack juicy, colorful options into your kid’s  

breakfasts, snacks, and more.
by A N N A  H E L M  B A X T E R  /  photographs by J E N  C A U S E Y

Tropical Breakfast 

Banana Split
Cut 1 banana in half lengthwise 

and place halves, cut side up, 

on a plate. Dollop 1/4 cup plain 

whole-milk Greek yogurt  

on top of banana halves. Add  

1/2 cup chopped fresh mixed 

tropical fruit (mango, 

pineapple, papaya, and 

dragon fruit), then sprinkle 

with 2 Tbs. granola and  

1 Tbs. dried banana chips 

(crushed). Drizzle dish with  

1 tsp. honey. Makes 1 serving.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

283 calories; 9g protein;  
6g fat (3g sat. fat); 53g carbs;  
5g fiber; 30g sugar; 1mg iron; 
80mg calcium; 25mg sodium
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Plum-Ricotta Pastry
Preheat oven to 400°F. 

Sprinkle all-purpose flour 

on your work surface, and 

roll out one 14-oz. box 

frozen puff-pastry sheet 

(thawed) into a rough  

12x14-in. shape. Use a pizza 

cutter to trim edges straight 

and to cut into 8 rectangles. 

Use point of a paring knife to 

score a 1/2-in. border around 

each pastry rectangle (do 

not cut all the way through). 

Chill until firm, about 

10 minutes. Meanwhile, stir 

together 1 cup whole-milk 

ricotta, 2 Tbs. granulated 

sugar, and 1 tsp. grated 

lemon zest in a bowl. Spoon 

2 Tbs. mixture in center of 

each pastry rectangle; use  

back of a spoon to spread 

evenly (do not cross scored 

edge). Divide 1 lb. fresh 

plums (thinly sliced), 

among rectangles on top of 

ricotta, slightly overlapping 

slices. Bake until edges are 

puffed and golden, 25 to 

30 minutes. Place 1 Tbs. 

plum jam or other fruit jam 

in a small microwavable  

bowl. Microwave on high  

15 seconds or until melted. 

Brush jam over plums.  

Let cool 10 minutes before 

serving. Makes 8 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

376 calories; 8g protein; 23g 
fat (5g sat. fat); 36g carbs;  
2g fiber; 11g sugar; 2mg iron; 
70mg calcium; 152mg sodium



Strawberry and 

Peach Eton Mess
Gently toss together 1 lb. 

fresh strawberries (hulled  

and chopped), 1 fresh ripe 

peach or nectarine (peeled  

and chopped), and 1 Tbs. 

confectioners’ sugar in  

a large bowl; let stand  

10 minutes. Process 1 cup  

of the chopped-fruit mixture 

in a blender until pureed.  

Set aside remaining 

chopped-fruit mixture. Beat  

1 pt. heavy whipping cream 

and an additional 1 Tbs. 

confectioners’ sugar with 

an electric mixer in a large 

bowl until medium-soft 

peaks form. Lightly crush  

8 vanilla meringue cookies 

directly into cream mixture. 

Add remaining chopped-

fruit mixture and remaining 

fruit puree to cream mixture,  

and gently fold together, 

being careful not to overmix. 

Divide cream mixture 

among six bowls (about  

1 cup each). Crumble an 

additional 2 meringue 

cookies onto each serving. 

Makes 6 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

368 calories; 3g protein;  
29g fat (18g sat. fat);  
26g carbs; 2g fiber;  
23g sugar; 0 iron; 66mg 
calcium; 32mg sodium

Mangolicious 

Smoothie
Puree 11/2 cups fresh ripe 

mango (peeled and cubed)

in a blender. Spoon about 

2 Tbs. mango puree into 

each of 7 cavities of an 

ice-cube tray. Puree 11/2 cups 

fresh ripe pineapple (peeled 

and cubed) and spoon 2 Tbs. 

pineapple puree into each 

of 8 cavities of an ice-cube 

tray. Freeze at least 8 hours 

and up to 24 hours, then 

use or transfer to an airtight 

freezer container. Process 

1 cup whole milk or 

nondairy alternative with a 

mix of 5 frozen fruit cubes in 

a blender until smooth and 

creamy; serve immediately. 

Reserve remaining frozen 

fruit cubes for future 

smoothies. Makes 1 serving.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

218 calories; 9g protein;  
5g fat (3g sat. fat); 36g carbs; 
3g fiber; 33g sugar; 0 iron; 
310mg calcium; 109mg sodium
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childlifenutrition.com | @childlifeessentials

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Our Daily Core Essentials combines 4 key vitamins that provide a strong foundation 
for optimal health support.* Children have the option to take the Multi Vitamin and 
DHA in a liquid or gummy form, depending on their preference. The NEW SoftMelt® 
Gummies are naturally sweetened and are free from the sugar found in many gummy 
supplements.

Back-to-School, Back to the Essentials!

Sugar-Free | Gluten-Free | Non-GMO | No Artificial Colors, Flavors, or Sweeteners

Scan Me



Frozen Grape Pops
Line a rimmed baking sheet 

with parchment. Wash  

and dry 16 seedless red 

grapes. Place 2 Tbs. 

sprinkles in a shallow dish. 

Push a wooden skewer 

halfway into each grape. 

Stir 1/2 cup vanilla yogurt 

until smooth; dip grapes 

halfway into yogurt. Tap  

off excess; gently dip and 

roll yogurt-covered part  

in sprinkles. Place skewers 

on prepared sheet. Freeze 

until firm, about 2 hours. 

Makes 8 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

29 calories; 1g protein; 1g fat 
(0 sat. fat); 9g carbs; 0 fiber; 
8g sugar; 0 iron; 27mg 
calcium; 10mg sodium

 Reserve these pops  
 for kids 4 and older (grapes  

 can be a choking  
 hazard for little ones).  
 And for extra safety,  

 cut off the pointy ends  
 of the skewers. 

Rise-and-Shine  

Fruit Wands
Cut 1 cup each 

watermelon, cantaloupe, 

fresh pineapple, and  

fresh kiwi into 1/2-in.-thick 

squares. Stack fruit on  

ten 4-in. bamboo skewers 

in rainbow-color order. 

Makes 5 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  
58 calories; 1g protein;  
0 fat (0 sat. fat); 14g carbs; 
2g fiber; 11g sugar; 0 iron; 
21mg calcium; 7mg sodium
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Who said doing something good 

for yourself had to be hard?

Do what’s

c
h
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la
te

y

delig
ht.

strawberries.

blueberries.D
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Raspberry Ripple  

Ice-Cream 

Sandwiches
Let two 16-oz. containers 

of raspberry sorbet and 

two of vanilla ice cream 

stand at room temperature 

for 10 minutes to soften 

slightly. Transfer each flavor 

to a separate bowl; gently 

stir until smooth. Dollop 

sorbet into ice cream; add 

one 6-oz. container fresh 

raspberries. Gently fold 

together, mashing berries 

and leaving ribbons (avoid 

overmixing). Transfer to  

an airtight container; freeze  

1 hour. Using 32 large 

round cookies (we used 

chocolate chip), make  

16 ice-cream sandwiches 

with a ½-cup scoop of 

raspberry ripple ice  

cream in each sandwich, 

smoothing sides with  

an offset spatula or a spoon. 

Serve immediately, or wrap 

sandwiches individually  

in plastic wrap and freeze 

for up to 1 week. Makes  

16 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

271 calories; 3g protein;  
11g fat (7g sat. fat); 41g carbs; 
2g fiber; 32g sugar;  
1mg iron; 55mg calcium; 
189mg sodium

Fruity Waffle Cones
Heat one 4-oz. bittersweet- 

chocolate baking bar 

(60 percent cacao; finely 

chopped) in a microwavable 

bowl at medium (50 percent) 

power, stirring every  

30 seconds, until smooth, 

about 2 minutes. Dip  

open ends of 4 large waffle 

ice-cream cones into 

melted chocolate to create 

a 1-in. border. Immediately 

coat in 3 Tbs. lightly salted 

roasted pistachios (finely 

chopped) or sprinkles, then 

place upright in glasses  

to harden. Pour remaining 

chocolate evenly into base 

of cones (about 1½ Tbs. 

each). Chill until chocolate 

is firm, about 30 minutes. 

Just before serving, fill 

cones evenly with a mixture 

of 1 cup honeydew melon 

(cut into 1/4-in. pieces), 

1 fresh mango (thinly 

sliced), 4 oz. fresh 

raspberries, and 2 fresh 

strawberries (halved). 

Makes 4 servings.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

295 calories; 4g protein;  
14g fat (7g sat. fat); 44g carbs; 
6g fiber; 15g sugar; 8mg iron; 
44mg calcium; 58mg sodium
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SNICKERS is a trademark of Mars or Affi liates. Used under license. REESE’S trademark and trade dress and the 
REESE’S Orange Color and Crown Design are used under license. HEATH trademark and trade dress are used under license.

MADE WITH

100% REAL SNICKERS

Try other favorites!



SHARE WITH 
YOUR SCHOOL! 

Want to bring an 

Elkay ezH2O® bottle 

fi lling station to your 

child’s school? Distribute 

educational materials 

to your local PTA/PTO, 

school principal, or 

district superintendent.

Visit elkay.com/education

or hover your smartphone’s 

camera over this code.

“Prevalence of Inadequate Hydration among US Children and Disparities by Gender and Race/Ethnicity: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 2009–2012,” 

Erica L. Kenney, Michael W. Long, Angie L. Cradock, Steven L. Gortmaker, American Journal of Public Health, online June 11, 2015, doi:10.2105/AJPH.2015.302572.

According to the American Journal of Public Health, one in two kids is underhydrated*

— which can have a negative impact on cognitive development and school performance. 

An Elkay ezH2O® bottle fi lling station is one of the easiest and most convenient ways 

to ensure kids are drinking enough water at school. Read on as we spill more knowledge 

about kids and hydration!

KNOW WHY THEY’RE DRY.

Aside from simply not drinking 

enough water, kids can become 

dehydrated due to diarrhea, 

vomiting, travel, and excessive 

sweating from heat or exercise.

MAKE SIPPING FUN.

Have kids pick out their own 

reusable water bottle that 

features their favorite colors or 

characters. They’ll be more likely 

to fi ll up, and they’ll also learn 

about practicing sustainability. 

Sip, sip hooray!

WATCH FOR CLUES.

Signs of dehydration can be subtle. 

Constipation, headaches, dryer 

skin, darker urine, and increased 

tiredness are all indications that 

your kid should drink more water. 

SUGGEST A 

HYDRATION STATION.

Encourage your child’s school to 

install an Elkay ezH2O® bottle fi lling 

station. Featuring hands-free sensor 

activation, it provides students and 

staff  with clean, great-tasting water 

and a sanitary, touchless bottle 

fi lling experience.

KEEP KIDS HYDRATED AND THRIVING THIS BACK-TO-SCHOOL SEASON!

JUST ADD WATER

ADVERTISEMENT



©2021 Elkay Manufacturing coMpany

The ezH2O® Bottle Filling Station 

Reducing contaminants to ensure cleaner drinking  

water for students.

That’s

Paying attention to lead filtration, even when you’re not.

Elkay.com/education



School Gear for a New Year
Back-to-class shopping feels especially celebratory this season.  

Get kids in on the excitement with fun yet functional  
supplies, from stylin’ backpacks to so-cool pencil sharpeners.

by J E S S I C A  H A R T S H O R N  and R E B E C C A  R A KO W I T Z  /  photographs by J E F F R E Y  W E S T B R O O K
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Leaders 
of the 
Packs

Made of recycled polyester,  

the adorable 11-inch Liewood  

Allan Backpack in Arctic Mix  

is gender-neutral animal chic  

for preschoolers who only  

need to tote a few essentials. 

$65; scandiborn.com 

Their favorite toy in bag form: 

The LEGO Brick Backpack  

is a little over 15 inches high, 

comes in 11 colors, and has  

one water-bottle pocket and  

two fun circular zipped  

pockets, plus a laptop sleeve 

inside. $50; lego.com 

Extra credit for cuteness! The 

dachshund-in-a-bun-covered 

FurReal Heartdogs Backpack  

is a tall 16 inches for big  

kids with books and has a 

water-bottle pocket on each 

side. $25; staples.com 

Your child will feel like a superhero when wearing the 

Mini Kane Fuzzy Bolt Backpack. At just over a foot  

high, it’s large enough to fit lunch and early-grade-school 

supplies. (And a shout-out to the brand for gifting 

backpacks to children in need.) $75; statebags.com 

The soft ears make it, but  

we love the clear pouch  

and puffy koala nose too. The 

14-inch-tall Zoo Big Kid 

Backpack with its water-bottle 

pocket is the right size for 

preschool and kindergarten. 

$28; skiphop.com 

Kids can rock the  

coolest reptile print with 

this classic 16-inch 

Original Book Pack for 

grade school. Add a 

monogram so that  

the swamp comes back 

home with the right 

kiddo. $37; llbean.com 
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Wipe Out Worries this School Year
with Lemi Shine Disinfecting Wipes

EWWW, GROSS! 

9 everyday 
surfaces you need 

to keep clean. 

Wondering what the 

germiest spots are in your 

home or at school? 

You may be surprised. 

Use Lemi Shine Disinfecting 

Wipes to disinfect these 

must-clean places for a 

healthier home and school:

1

Sinks and faucets

2

Countertops and sealed 

granite surfaces

3

Light switches

4

Door knobs

5

Stove knobs

6 

Refrigerator, microwave, 

and stove handles

7

Exercise equipment

8

Toilet handles

9

Cellphones and 

tablets

Does the thought of your kids heading back to school have you feeling equal 

parts excited and nervous? Parents Marketing Manager Marnie Dowler shares 

her strategies for keeping her son Liam safe and healthy this school year.

ADVERTISEMENT

Keeping Things Clean. 

I’m doubling down on 

our house rules: as soon 

as you walk in the door, 

shoes off , wash your hands, 

and no backpacks on the 

kitchen table. 

Immune Boost. After a year 

in our quarantine bubble, 

I’m concerned about Liam 

picking up every sniffl  e and 

cold he comes in contact 

with. To help build up his 

immune system I’m stocking 

up on antioxidant-rich fresh 

fruits and veggies.

Germs, Germs Go Away. 

If the last year has proven 

anything it’s how important 

it is to disinfect the house. 

But while I don’t want 

germs, I also don’t want 

to expose my family to 

harsh cleaners. I love that 

Lemi Shine Disinfecting 

Wipes uses Citric Acid to 

keep Liam safe from the 

COVID-19 virus, as well 

as 99.9% of other bacteria 

and viruses. I also love 

that they leave a fresh, 

clean scent. 

Wipe Out Germs. Part of 

my strategy for keeping 

Liam healthy is doing 

whatever I can to cut down 

on the germs he picks up 

at school. I bought a little 

bottle of hand sanitizer for 

his backpack, am sending 

Liam to school with a water 

bottle so he doesn’t have 

to use the germy water 

fountain, and I tucked a 

container of Lemi Shine 

Disinfecting Wipes in with 

his school supplies so he 

can wipe down his desk 

every morning.

Wipe Away Your Problems 
Lemi Shine Disinfecting Wipes are bleach-free and safe for disinfecting surfaces at home 

or in the classroom. With Citric Acid as the active ingredient, Lemi Shine Disinfecting Wipes 

kill over 99.9% of bacteria and viruses, including the Flu, Staph, Salmonella, and E. Coli.

Add Lemi Shine Disinfecting Wipes to Your Back-to-School Shopping List. Lemi Shine 

products can be purchased at retailers nationwide, including Kroger, Amazon, HEB, Meijer, 

or at lemishine.com.



Lunchtime 
Heroes

Sized for little 

fingers so  

kids can serve 

themselves

The handle is 

strong enough 

to hang from a 

backpack.

Reminiscent of a  

Tic Tac box but with dual 

compartments, the 

Precidio Design Snack in 

the Box can fit 4 ounces 

of snacks in either side, 

which kids can have  

fun dispensing from the 

tiny doors. The boxes 

are also dishwasher safe. 

$10; amazon.com 

Who better to chill out your child’s  

lunch than a frosty blue polar bear? And  

don’t worry; the nose on the lightweight  

Bear Ice Pack is sealed shut for a leak-free 

freeze. $6; containerstore.com 

The BPA-free 12-ounce Kids On-the-Fly 

Lock-Top Astronaut Bottle serves up out-of-

this-world characters: space explorers  

doing their thing as surfers, dancers, loungers,  

and dunkers. $11 each; nalgene.com 

This Kids Insulated 

TechPack Lunch Box 

in otherworldly 

Mermaid Multi Swirl 

is thick and sturdy  

so food stays cool and 

unsquished. FYI,  

you can stash a drink 

in the bottom. $25; 
landsend.com 

The tiny Fabelab  

Lunch Bag, made of 

organic cotton, adds a 

little bit of magic  

to lunchtime. Tie the 

ears of the unicorn  

to hold a sandwich or  

snacks inside. $13.50; 
scandiborn.com 

The skateboard, 

hammock, pool-float, 

and break-dance motif 

on the Yoobi x Marvel 

Avengers Amazing 

Spider-Man Bento Box 

is a mash-up kids didn’t 

know they needed. It’s 

got three compartments 

and an ice pack.  

$11; yoobi.com 

Reusable silicone Stasher Sandwich Bags make 

ditching single-use plastic baggies a no-brainer. 

Plus, a portion of every purchase from the new 

Endangered Seas Collection—with wavy, colorful 

stripes—goes to the protection of oceans  

and their ecosystems. $13 each; stasherbag.com
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They look ferocious, 
but inside they’re just
chicken raised with 
no antibiotics ever.

®/©2021 Tyson Foods, Inc. 



What’s the 

point? These 

keep pencils 

sharp.

All 
the Little 

Things

A cuter, more 

personal  

way to label 

everything

Let a Peeps-like OLIKA 

Hydrating Hand Sanitizer 

Clip-On charm your kid  

into sanitizing their hands.  

Hook it onto their backpack  

or lunch box for easy  

access. You get to choose 

from five scents, like  

this orange blossom, or go  

fragrance-free. $15 for  
a three-pack; olikalife.com 

Fiskars Designer Blunt-Tip  

Kids Scissors are engineered 

with your child’s safety  

(no sharp edges) and comfort  

in mind. A little digit can fit  

nicely into the finger loop, while 

the smaller thumbhole  

prompts more precise snipping. 

$5.50; amazon.com 

Drop writing utensils into the 

mouth of an amusing  

Monster Pouch. The soft sack  

is actually one long zipper,  

so your kid can unzip it all the 

way to watch the monster  

unravel, then cinch it back up 

again. From $8; just-zipit.com

Encourage less 

stress about making 

mistakes with the 

ClickIt Eraser at  

the ready. Your kid 

taps the top, and  

more eraser appears.  

$2 each; ooly.com

The bright colors  

and big numbers on 

the Poppin Neon  

Pink Acrylic Ruler 

make learning to 

measure a treat for 

the eyes too. $9; 
containerstore.com

Maybe you can’t be in 

the classroom to 

motivate your child, 

but the Write On 

Pencil Set - Take Care  

can, with feel-good 

reminders like  

“Be Kind to Yourself” 

and “It Doesn’t Have  

to Be Perfect.” $10 for  
ten; bando.com 

Kids get a kick out of designing 

their look-alike Sticky Labels 

Sport Pack - Little Me. You’ll  

be thrilled that the name stickers 

are waterproof—they stick  

to clothes through the washing 

machine and lunch supplies 

through the dishwasher. Label 

with abandon! $33 for  
114 labels; littlenavy.com

Here’s a dinosaur and 

a shark that don’t 

chomp—they sharpen. 

Open mouth and 

insert pencil with the 

Write Bite or Great 

Write pencil sharpener. 

$8.50 each; 
genuinefred.com
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Scan the code with your phone for 

step-by-step project instructions 

and visit command.com for helpful 

products that can be applied 

easily and removed damage-free.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

See how you can 

take control of the chaos 

and organize your home 

for back-to-school 

season with help from 

Command
™

 Brand. 

TRY THESE DIY PROJECTS

STRAIGHTEN UP 

SCHOOL GEAR

Reduce clutter and 

keep your little ones’ 

backpacks off the 

fl oor with help from 

Command™ Jumbo 

Utility Hooks. 

1
1

CREATE A VISIBLE 

SCHEDULE

Hang a dry-erase 

board calendar using 

Command™ Picture 

Hanging Strips

to stay on top of 

homework due dates, 

fi eld trips, and extra-

curricular activities.

2

2

Mount Command™ Clear Large 

Caddies to store grab-and-go snacks 

like gummies, small bags of crackers, 

and granola bars for school.

PREP LUNCH-

PACKING SUPPLIES
3

3



THE BOOK NOOK

Your monthly guide to making the most of storytime and raising forever readers

5 New 
Titles to Pick 

Up Now

2. You Are Home 
Written by Mackenzie Porter, 

illustrated by Xin Li

A shoo-in gift for a baby 

shower or a first birthday, this 

rhyming board book is all 

about the unconditional love 

between a mom and her young 

child. The message to little 

ones: No matter where they 

go, they’ll hold on to their 

grown-up’s love. (“Your world 

has a sky now and adventures 

to start, and I want you to know 

you’ll always carry my heart.”) 

The final poignant watercolor 

illustrates the child, after  

her world adventures, back in  

her very first “home”: her 

mom’s arms. (We’re not crying. 

You’re crying.) Ages 0 to 3

1. My Body Is a 
Rainbow: The Color  
of My Feelings
Written by Mallika Chopra, 

illustrated by Izzy Burton

The author was raised by 

alternative-medicine legend 

Deepak Chopra, so it’s no 

surprise that she knows a thing 

or two about mindfulness and 

deep breathing. In this book, 

she assigns each color a 

power (yellow is strength, 

orange is creativity) and asks 

kids to say a corresponding 

mantra: “I am strong”; “I am 

creative.” The interactive 

component and Burton’s 

bright illustrations distinguish 

this pick from the usual kids’ 

reads. Grab it yourself as the 

last bedtime book—it offers an 

easy way to get your crew to 

wind down. Ages 4 to 8 

4. Fast Pitch
Written by Nic Stone

While the captain of a softball 

team strives to lead her all-Black 

squad to the championship, 

she’s also chasing a victory for 

her great-grandfather. His 

professional baseball career 

had been cut short after he was 

framed for a crime. In this 

intriguing mystery intersected 

with the thrill of the game, 

Stone crafts a compelling 

protagonist that readers will 

root for as she confronts racism 

and sexism head-on, showing 

how determination will help see 

you through. Ages 8 to 12 

3. Inside Animals
Written by Barbara Taylor, 

illustrated by Margaux 

Carpentier

This fascinating collection of 

cross sections reveals the cool 

stuff under the skin of more 

than 20 creatures. “Whoas” are 

practically guaranteed as kids 

learn about bizarre body parts 

(the pollen basket of a bee,  

the book lungs of a spider) and 

mind-boggling facts (FYI, 

some frogs can temporarily 

stop their hearts from beating). 

The creators clearly get their 

audience: Diagrams and blocks 

of text are eye-catching but 

not overwhelming. If there 

were ever a nonfiction book 

that kids would sneak under 

the covers after bedtime,  

it’s this wild tome. Ages 4+ 

5. Unraveled 
Written and illustrated by 

Leanne Hatch 

When a preschooler’s lovingly 

worn security blanket turns 

into a bundle of tangled yarn, 

his mom has a solution that  

(yes) tugs at the heartstrings. 

Cuddle up together for this 

smart take on how hard it can 

be for both kids and parents  

to let go—and a reminder  

that endings can be new 

beginnings. Props to Hatch for 

the textured illustrations, 

which make this book truly 

cozy. Ages 3 to 6 

A blankie 

earns 

a new life.

Love to love 

you, Baby!

4

1

3

2

5
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Padma Lakshmi has a new audience: 

kids. The Indian-born cookbook 

author, longtime host of Top Chef, and 

cover parent for our October 2020 

issue just cooked up Tomatoes for 

Neela, which celebrates food, family, 

and traditions. Out on August 31, the 

exquisitely illustrated book follows  

a girl who cooks with her mom, with a 

focus on a sauce recipe passed down 

from her grandmother in India. The 

characters buy tomatoes from the 

farmers’ market and can the sauce for 

the winter. (“It’s best to have fruits 

and vegetables when Mother Nature  

likes to grow them near us,” Lakshmi 

writes.) The concept has been 

brewing ever since Lakshmi started 

cooking with her daughter, Krishna, 

now 11. Parents caught up with the 

author while she was filming season 2 

of Hulu’s Taste the Nation.

How did the book evolve?

When Krishna was younger, I wanted 

to find an entertaining way to teach 

her about how various vegetables and 

fruits grew throughout the year, and 

As the first Black student enrolled  

at an all-white school in New Orleans,  

6-year-old Ruby Bridges attended first 

grade in 1960 even though she  

was treated unfairly. She Persisted: 

Ruby Bridges, by Kekla Magoon  

and Chelsea Clinton, introduces 

elementary-schoolers to details about 

this unique story, including ideas 

about how to stand up for equality. 

Join the authors as they read a chapter 

and answer questions on @Parents 

Instagram Live on August 7  

at 3 P.M. (ET). Go to parents.com/

BookClub for details. Ages 6 to 9 

B O O K  C R U S H

why we should eat them in season. So 

I started telling her a story and built  

it up over time. That was the basis for 

the book. My original story even  

grew to involve a squirrel family, but  

we didn’t have the space for that! 

What lessons do you want to teach?

I hope that children come away  

with a curiosity about cooking and 

an appreciation for writing recipes 

down. It’s a nice way to teach  

them about fractions too! And there  

are recipes in the book—a tomato 

sauce and a tomato chutney—that 

kids and parents can make together.

Did you have bedtime faves with 

Krishna when she was younger?

One of our favorite picture books was 

Miss Suzy, an imaginative classic 

featuring a squirrel. We also adored 

There Was an Old Lady Who 

Swallowed a Fly! and Corduroy.

What was your favorite as a child?

I had a poetry book called Let’s  

Marry Said the Cherry, which I can 

still quote from to this day.

What have you read recently? 

Caste, by Isabel Wilkerson, which 

gives a thorough sense about the 

origins of racism in our country.  

I wish I’d had that book in high school.

Padma Lakshmi’s Recipe  
for Storytelling

The host of Top Chef draws on her experiences  

cooking with her daughter in this picture book about  

a cherished summertime ritual.

AN ACT OF COURAGE

PI C TU R E  B O O KS  THAT 

TAK E  KI D S  PL AC E S

These imaginative stories  

transport kids across the globe.  

The 50th- 

anniversary 

edition

R A I S I N G 

T H E 

F U T U R E 

B O O K C L U B

 Kiki & Coco in Paris 

Written by Nina Gruener, 

photographs by  

Stephanie Rausser 

Striking color images sweep 

kids into the tale of a girl and 

her doll visiting France.They 

explore palaces, museums, 

and the Eiffel Tower before the doll is lost 

(phew, only temporarily). Ages 4 to 8

 Zonia’s Rain Forest

Written and illustrated by  

Juana Martinez-Neal

Readers tag along with a young girl as she 

follows a blue butterfly through the Amazon 

rain forest.“Her journey is filled with joy 

and curiosity,” says Julie Danielson, creator 

of the kid-lit blog Seven Impossible Things 

Before Breakfast. Ages 4 to 8

 The Adventures of Lily Huckleberry  

in Scandinavia

Written by Audrey Smit and Jackie Knapp, 

illustrated by Audrey Smit

A curious girl gets magically transported  

to Scandinavia, where she explores Nordic 

culture and solves a mystery. Ages 5 to 8



“ W E ’ R E  T H E  

S A M E  A G E ,  S O  W E ’ R E  

L I K E  T W I N S .”

4
 

Tyson  

rides shotgun  

in the car.

5  

He wears sports 

jackets for special 

occasions and 

sweaters outside 

when it’s cold.

Ashtyn, 8, is all smiles with his gentle,  
doesn’t-think-he’s-a-giant boxer, Tyson, 8.

Animal House!

1
 

He sometimes sits  

on my lap because he 

doesn’t realize he’s  

a big dog. He thinks 

he’s a Chihuahua.

2
 

Tyson’s favorite 

snack is tortillas. 

He gets excited 

when he sees us 

eating them.

3
 

Tyson’s other best friend is  

our pet duck, Orlando.  

He follows Tyson everywhere!

Ashtyn’s  

family adopted 

Tyson after he  

was abandoned  

as a puppy.
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Feed the good.™
Dogs bring out the good in us. 

Pedigree brings out the good in them.

Pedigree.com





YOU.
T E N D  T O  Y O U R S E L F ,  B O D Y  A N D  S O U L

Sun protection  
turns out  

to be one of the  
best defenses  

against melasma 
flare-ups.

H O R M O N A L  S H I F T S  

F R O M  P R E G N A N CY  O R  

B I R T H  C O N T R O L  

C A N  A F F E C T  YO U R  

S K I N  T O N E .

Help Skin 

Get Even
About half of all 

pregnant women 

develop patches of 

facial discoloration 

during pregnancy. 

This condition, 

known as melasma, 

can be as stubborn  

as a toddler at 

bedtime and may 

persist for years.  

But there are ways  

to take control.

by G I N A  WAY

photographs by  
B R I G I T T E  S I R E
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I T  M I G H T  start as a faint  

but noticeable brown or 

grayish-brown splotch on the 

upper lip, cheeks, nose, or 

forehead. Perhaps you assume 

the area got tanner than the 

rest of your face, and then  

“the tan doesn’t fade,” says 

Jennifer Lee, M.D., a 

dermatologist in Nashville. 

These are classic signs of 

melasma, which tends to 

appear in the second or third 

trimester of pregnancy 

(hence its nickname, “the 

mask of pregnancy”), but it 

can also be a side effect of 

birth-control pills. The 

culprit: a surge of estrogen. 

Doctors suspect the 

hormone stimulates the 

receptors on skin cells that 

produce pigment, or melanin. 

The excess melanin is then 

distributed through the 

surface and deeper layers of 

the skin, leaving a splash  

of uneven color that requires 

foundation to blend in. 

Melasma is prevalent in  

a range of skin tones, from 

fair to brown. “Because 

people with darker skin  

tones produce more melanin, 

they’re especially prone  

to hyperpigmentation, 

including melasma,” says 

New York City dermatologist 

Michelle Henry, M.D.

“This is a typical example  
of moderate melasma,”  

says dermatologist  
Corey L. Hartman, M.D.

If hormones start the 

pigmentation ball rolling, 

sun exposure runs with it. 

“While some women find 

the discoloration fades 

several months after they 

give birth, more often 

melasma becomes chronic 

and can be difficult to 

control,” Dr. Lee says. 

Even after months of 

successful treatment, one 

day outside without 

sufficient sun protection 

can bring it all back. “I 

struggled with melasma 

during pregnancy, and four 

years later, it still shows up 

after I’ve been in the sun 

for a very short time—and 

I’m diligent about SPF,” 

says New York City 

dermatologist Rita Linkner, 

M.D. “I urge my melasma 

patients to be like vampires 

about staying out of the 

sun.” Using a broad-

spectrum sunscreen with 

SPF 30 at minimum is 

essential. SPF 50 is even 

better, “especially on the 

face, where melasma usually 

manifests,” Dr. Lee says. 

Apply (and reapply) every 

two hours or after sweating 

or swimming, and get in the 

habit of wearing a brimmed 

hat and big sunglasses. 

The other main 

aggravating factor: heat. 

Hot yoga, steamy baths, 

saunas, and a sweltering 

kitchen can all be triggers. 

“There’s a vascular 

component to melasma,” 

Dr. Henry says, “so heat, 

which causes vasodilation, 

can make it worse.” 

Consider keeping a facial 

mist handy to spritz  

skin before, during, and 

after facing heat. The 

cooling aloe vera–infused 

Aloisia Beauty Deep 

Hydration Aloe Gel Mist 

($22; aloisiabeauty.com) 

can help dial down your  

skin temperature quickly. 

T O P  M E L A S M A 

T R I G G E R S

Besides protecting yourself 

from UV rays, there are other 

skin-care steps you can take 

to help even tone. 

In the morning, after 

cleansing or splashing your 

face with water, apply a 

vitamin C serum. The vitamin 

helps on three fronts: It  

blocks melanin production,  

breaks up surface pigment, 

and protects skin from UV  

damage. (Layer SPF on top.) 

Come nighttime, focus on 

fading existing splotches.  

You can use an OTC chemical 

exfoliant like glycolic, kojic, or 

lactic acid—most often found  

in peel pads, toners, and 

serums. Or try a retinol gel, 

serum, or cream, which helps 

speed skin-cell turnover  

to remove the discoloration  

over time. If you’re pregnant,  

Dr. Henry recommends 

azelaic acid instead, which is 

considered a safe alternative.

One additional OTC 

pigment-correcting 

ingredient worth considering 

is topical tranexamic acid, 

available in serums and 

creams. It interacts with 

enzymes in the skin to help 

block excess melanin 

production and is okay to use 

during pregnancy.

All of these ingredients  

can be helpful, but “layering 

on too many can create 

inflammation, which only 

makes melasma worse,” 

Dr. Henry says. So she 

suggests using vitamin C  

and SPF in the morning and 

one melasma-fighting 

product at night, whether 

that’s an acid or retinol.

“Start applying your P.M. 

formula every other evening 

at first and then, eventually, 

nightly. Visible change 

happens gradually, so 

patience is a virtue here. 

Stick to a routine for four to 

12 weeks in order to see if it 

works for you,” she advises. 

“Then, if you need to, you 

can move on to something 

else or see a dermatologist.” 

S K I N  P R O D U C T S 

T O  L O O K  F O R
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FEARLESS IN MY SKIN

Infused with prestige skin care ingredient 

Retinol, Olay transforms skin from dry 

and stressed to bright and smooth.

X3
IMPROVES SKIN

BETTER
*

+RETINOL



4

1

6

7

5

Ingredients marked 
with a star ( ) are 

considered safe to use 
while pregnant or 

breastfeeding.

3

2

A .M .

S TE P 1  

 Vitamin C

The single sizing of 

(1) No7 Advanced Ingredients 

Vitamin C & Vitamin E 

Capsules ($20; no7beauty.com) 

keeps ingredients potent. 

S TE P 2  

 Sunscreen

(2) Biossance Squalane + Zinc 

Sheer Mineral Sunscreen 

SPF 30 ($30; sephora.com) 

rubs in clear on all skin tones. 

P.M .

S TE P 1

Wash your face with a  

gentle cleanser. 

S TE P 2

Pick one of these treatments:

 Glycolic Acid

Swipe the (3) Urban Skin Rx 

Clear & Even Tone Clarifying 

Glycolic Pads ($19;  

target.com) across skin to lift 

hyperpigmented cells. 

 Azelaic Acid

Besides brightening skin, 

azelaic acid is an antioxidant 

and can fight acne. Find  

it in (4) The Ordinary Azelaic 

Acid Suspension 10%  

($8; theordinary.deciem.com). 

Retinol

Spread a pea-size amount of 

(5) Neutrogena Rapid Wrinkle 

Repair Retinol Oil ($35; 

drugstores) across skin evenly. 

AHAs/retinol combo 

(6) Skinbetter AlphaRet 

Overnight Cream  

($125; skinbetter.com) has 

both glycolic acid and  

retinol, plus a host of 

hydrating ingredients for 

top-notch results  

with little to no irritation. 

 Tranexamic Acid

(7) Paula’s Choice 

Discoloration Repair Serum 

($46; paulaschoice.com) 

combines tranexamic acid 

with niacinamide and 

bakuchiol, a plant-based 

alternative to retinol. 

S TE P 3

Finish with a night cream.

“There isn’t a cookie-cutter 

Rx for melasma because  

it’s so challenging to treat,” 

Dr. Linkner says. But once 

you’re done with pregnancy 

and/or breastfeeding, here’s 

what a derm might suggest.

 

Prescription topicals 

Tretinoin, like Retin-A, is a 

go-to because it promotes cell 

turnover, which replaces the 

hyperpigmented cells with 

fresh ones. Another option is 

hydroquinone. “It lightens 

hyperpigmentation quickly, 

but it should be used only 

under a dermatologist’s care 

since overuse can make 

hyperpigmentation worse,” 

says Corey L. Hartman, M.D. a 

dermatologist in Birmingham, 

Alabama. Doctors can also 

order a prescription blend. 

“In one cream, I can ask for 

hydroquinone, vitamin C, and 

tretinoin. It all depends on 

what the skin can handle,”  

Dr. Henry says.

Chemical peels, lasers,  

and microneedling

“I often do glycolic or TCA 

[trichloroacetic acid] peels, 

adjusting the strength and the 

number of sessions based  

on skin color and depth  

of pigment,” Dr. Henry says. 

(Prices start at $300 each.) 

Some doctors turn to low- 

energy lasers, like the 

PicoSure or Clear + Brilliant 

Permea (prices start at $400), 

or to microneedling, which 

creates tiny channels in the 

skin to help brightening 

ingredients reach deeper 

layers (price starts at $600). 

Oral tranexamic acid

A short-term twice-daily dose 

reduces vasodilation and 

inflammation, and can inhibit 

the transfer of melanin to the 

skin. “I’ve seen amazing 

results,” says Dr. Henry, “but 

it’s not a therapy we can use if 

you’re on birth control or have 

a blood-clotting tendency.”

H O W  A 

D E R M AT O L O G I S T 

C A N  H E L P

Best dewy 

finish

The new 

“it” acid

A  D A I LY  P L A N  F O R  E V E N  S K I N
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ADVERTISEMENT

INTRODUCING BETTER HOMES & GARDENS PAINT COLLECTION

Bring your ideas to life with premium-quality color, coordinated 

with the BH&G decor you love



PAINT COLOR: 

EMERALD ISLE
BHG 1047

A. Mid-Century Wood Chair with Gray Linen Upholstery,  $169.00 each Online only    

B. Glass Shade Oil-Rubbed Bronze Table Lamp,  $36.96

C. Ludlow Storage Cabinet,  $85.99 each Online only    

D. 2-Piece Linen Fringed Throw Pillows,  $19.88

E. Nola Modern Camel Faux Leather Futon,  $329.00 Online only  

F. 1-Gallon Interior Satin Paint,  $25.95

Selections and prices may vary by store and online.

D
E

C

F

walmart.com/bhg

ADVERTISEMENT



Level Up Your Pedicure
A few key tools and some very cool nail colors are all  

it takes to flaunt on-trend toes this summer.  
(Now if you can just find a kid-free moment ...)

by S H A N N O N  M .  B A U E R 

Try a Mask
Let’s forgive our feet for 

looking a little rough around 

the edges after treading 

barefoot at home for a year 

and then spending all  

summer in flip-flops. “While 

freeing, it creates a recipe  

for dry, cracked heels,” Correa 

says. To help take soles  

from scaly to smooth, consider 

slipping them into the  

Sally Hansen Hydrating Foot 

Mask Treatment ($6;  

ulta.com). The single-use 

booties (leave them on  

for 15 minutes) are filled with a 

lotion rich in shea butter  

and macadamia oil for a solid 

dose of moisture.

Soften Up With 
a Foot Soak

“Soaking for 15 minutes will 

make shaping your nails  

so much easier,” says Marcela 

Correa, a licensed medical 

pedicurist at Medi Pedi NYC. 

To achieve relaxation vibes  

and prep your toenails at  

the same time, fill the bottom  

of the tub or a basin with  

warm water and a sprinkle  

of Naturally London Exhale 

Detoxifying Foot  

Soak With Moringa Oil ($20; 

naturallylondon.com). The 

blend contains a spot-on  

mix of sea salt, Epsom salt, 

lemongrass, and mint.
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Do you tend to freeze whenever it’s time to 
choose a color? Here’s a cheat sheet.

Nail the Bold Summer Shade

2

1

4

3

Ace Your Base
It’s an extra step, but  

painting nails with a base coat, 

like the Peacci 2-in-1  

Base Coat ($12.50; us.peacci 

.com), will make your  

pedicure efforts last even 

longer. The clear  

formula gives something  

for the lacquer to grip onto 

and can also help  

strengthen your nails. 

Swipe Across Dry 
Patches

This mess-free Olive & June 

Heel Balm ($20;  

oliveandjune.com) is a do-it-all 

salve for foot problems.  

Rub the hydrating coconut- 

and jojoba-oil stick  

onto cracked heels, peeling 

cuticles, and dry skin  

for a quick daily assist with 

hydration and repair. 

Use the Right Tool
Always remember Nail Care 101: 

Clip toenails straight across  

to avoid ingrown nails,  

says Correa, who recommends  

a straight-edged clipper for  

the job like Tweezerman  

Stainless Steel Toenail Clippers 

($7; tweezerman.com). 

Given that toenail polish 

sometimes seems to last 

as long as the Jurassic 

period, it’s smart to select 

a shade you’ll still like in a 

month. “Maybe it’s the 

celebratory vibes of this 

summer in particular,” 

says celebrity manicurist 

Mar y Sol Inzerillo,  

“but the biggest hues this 

season are bright, bold, 

and happy.” A coral, such 

as (1) Essie Nail Polish  

in Love-All Game ($9; 

drugstores), looks amazing 

on all skin tones, per 

Inzerillo. She also loves a 

mustard, like (2) OPI Nail 

Lacquer in Marigolden 

Hour ($10.50; opi.com) 

for a pedi paired with  

a white or pink mani. Or  

if you’re a neutral fan,  

try a tan, such as (3) OPI 

Nail Lacquer Polish in El 

Mat-adoring You ($10.50; 

opi.com), on hands with a 

teal, like (4) Essie Nail 

Polish in Main Attraction 

($9; drugstores), on toes. 

Apply two thin coats of 

your chosen color, then 

seal with a top coat. 
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SISTER  

ACT

C AT E R I N A  S C O R S O N E  has no plans to 

live on a commune, but for the record, she 

wouldn’t hate it. As the Grey’s Anatomy 

star navigates raising three girls—8-year-

old Eliza, 4-year-old Pippa, and 1-year-old 

Lucinda (aka Lucky)—she’s done quite  

a bit of thinking about how it takes  

a village. “I have a friend who’s a single 

mom, and she moved into a house with 

two other single parents so they could all 

share child care,” she says. “It just makes 

sense! Nobody can do it themselves.” 

“One of the women in that house is  

a midwife,” she adds dreamily, as if 

enraptured by this vision of a women-led 

Southern California tribe of earth 

mothers. “And they have chickens!”

A glimpse into her Los Angeles home,  

a 1920s bungalow filled with books, 

plants, and Eliza’s painted canvases, 

reveals an atmosphere of happy hubbub 

guided by a coterie of nurturing women. 

“I am lucky enough to have a lot of help,” 

she acknowledges. Her sister Deb moved 

in for a bit during the pandemic; another 

of Scorsone’s sisters, Jovanna, visits 

regularly to pitch in with everything 

from Scorsone’s schedule to coordinating 

therapy appointments for Pippa, who 

has Down syndrome. The actress also 

relies on a babysitter, Sam, and a nanny 

and former restaurateur, Frances, who 

does much of the cooking. “I would never 

perpetuate the myth that it’s all easy,” 

says the actress, who shares custody 

with her ex. But she’s quick to count 

As a mom of three daughters with different ages  
and abilities, Grey’s Anatomy star Caterina Scorsone leans  

on her own sisters and a community of chosen  
family to balance work and parenting, spend one-on-one  

time with each girl, and encourage  
her kids to be their most independent selves.

by C AT H E R I N E  H O N G   /   photographs by K AT  B O R C H A R T
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LOVI N G TH E N OW 

“There’s actually a lot  

of freedom in embracing  

how your life unfolds,” 

Scorsone says.  

“Your kids’ lives too.”



M Y  M E D I C A L  B A C KG R O U N D

I once trained as a doula  
and then as a midwife assistant.  

I considered midwifery  
school, then in 2010 got cast in  

Private Practice and was like,  
“I guess I’ll be a pretend doctor.”

L E S S O N  L E A R N E D  F R O M  

T H E  D I S A B I L I T Y  C O M M U N I T Y

Ask for support. It allows  
others to give. Then those  

givers feel free to ask  
for help when they need it. 

M Y  T R I C K  W I T H  V E G G I E S

I change their name! Brussels 
sprouts are green yummies.  

It totally works. It’s marketing!

W I S H  F O R  T H I S  S C H O O L  Y E A R

That the girls get to play and 
laugh with kids their age again

Parents’  
Lightning Round With  

Caterina Scorsone

“I tell parents new  

to Down syndrome, 

‘Congratulations.  

You hit the jackpot,’ ” 

Scorsone says.



blessings, especially for the “ridiculous 

salary” that comes from playing 

Dr. Amelia Shepherd on the famed 

Shonda Rhimes show since 2010. 

“COVID-19 forced people to acknowledge 

how hard it is to work and parent. My 

sister and nanny lend their talents to our 

family while I lend my skills to the show. 

My kids see that it’s all important.”

Scorsone grew up in Toronto, where  

her mother, an anthropologist, and her 

father, a social worker, raised her to be  

a freethinker. Still, she says, having  

a child with Down syndrome was 

a profound awakening. “Through 

Pippa, I discovered the gifts of 

community,” she says. “At first,  

I was scared. But parents  

of other kids with special needs 

became like instant family. It’s  

in moments of vulnerability  

that we either become insular  

or accept that we need others.” 

At “Camp Coven,” as Scorsone 

jokingly dubs her home, she and 

her girls share meals, watch 

movies (My Neighbor Totoro and 

Ponyo are on repeat), and chill out 

on their brand-new deck, which 

Scorsone built with a friend. 

Thanks to the well-oiled Grey’s 

production schedule, Scorsone 

makes it home for bedtime  

on workdays. (“Worth its weight  

in gold!”) She also carves out 

one-on-one time with each 

daughter on weekends. “I make 

sure to check in with each 

individually,” she says. “Besides, 

it’s more peaceful. If we spend  

an entire weekend as one pack, there’s  

a lot of fighting and crying!” 

Eliza
AGE 8

WHAT S H E’S I NTO “It’s important for 

women to be financially independent, so 

for Eliza’s last birthday we got her a bank 

account. She saves her allowance, she 

knows how to use a banking app, and now 

she’s interested in starting a business. 

The other day she harvested vegetables 

from our garden to sell. She says for 

Christmas she wants a card reader, 

because nobody carries cash.”

B I G - KI D PAS S I O N S “Eliza loves Minecraft, 

and she’s taken up horseback riding. My 

friend Kevin McKidd—he plays Owen 

Hunt on the show—and his wife, Arielle, 

have a farm in Ojai, where they have 

rescue animals. On Sundays, I’ll often 

drive Eliza to the farm for a riding 

lesson. We might help feed the calves or 

hang out with their pig, Patrick. It’s an 

hour-and-a-half drive, so we have time 

to talk. I read Brainstorm: The Power 

and Purpose of the Teenage Brain, by 

Daniel J. Siegel, where he talks about 

the fact that as kids grow, they open up 

more when you’re not looking directly 

at them. Some of our best conversations 

have been in the car.”

AT N I G HT “She reads chapter books  

like Harry Potter and graphic novels like 

the Dog Man series, by Dav Pilkey. 

Sometimes we do Mad Libs.” 

Pippa
AGE 4

WHAT S H E’S I NTO “She pretends that 

she’s a doctor and wears a lab coat and 

glasses and gloves to give me a checkup. 

We also go around the neighborhood, 

walking and talking about her school 

and about the f lowers that we see. One 

thing many people don’t understand 

about Down syndrome is the hypotonia, 

the decreased muscle tone. The 

musculature of Pippa’s mouth and 

tongue is less developed, so it took her  

a little longer to develop expressive 

language. But we taught Pippa sign 

language early on, and sometimes she’ll 

still sign to get her point across. Her 

receptive language has always been 

strong, so she understands more than 

many might assume, and now her 

vocabulary is starting to blossom.” 

PRE S C H O O L PAS S I O N S “We got a 

trampoline, and Pippa loves it. I had 

resisted buying one. I mean, I work 

on a medical show! But I always 

supervise. Sometimes I’ll jump, too, 

and let’s just say it tells you a lot 

about your pelvic floor. Pippa likes 

to ‘f ly,’ which means I will lie  

on my back on the trampoline and 

she’ll go up on my feet. Pippa  

is teeny-tiny—she weighs only 

29 pounds, practically the same size 

as Lucky! But she’s pretty fearless.”

AT N I G HT “We read stories by 

Robert Munsch and Mo Willems, 

listen to music, and do a meditation 

before settling down to sleep.”

Lucky
AGE 1

WHAT S H E’S I NTO “Lucky might  

be my most chill baby. When it’s 

just us, we go into the garden where 

she’ll sit and play with pebbles, or 

on the deck where she’ll play with 

leaves and flowers.”

TO D D LE R PAS S I O N S “She is super 

into opening and closing jars  

and boxes right now. She gets very 

focused and determined. With two older 

siblings, Lucky has to be tough. She has a 

little scowl to let you know when you’ve 

crossed her boundaries. I think she’s 

going to have a wicked sense of humor.”

AT N I G HT “We rock in a rocking chair and 

read stories, especially Leslie Patricelli 

books. I breastfed all three girls. Lucky 

is still nursing, but it’s mostly down to at 

night. She just got molars and also had 

Coxsackievirus, which she passed on to 

me ... so that was fun. She’s probably 

going to self-wean soon, and despite all 

that, I know I’m going to miss it. But I’ll 

still relish the incredible sense of peace, 

love, and accomplishment I have when  

I get all three girls down to sleep.” W
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M O S T  M O M S  are all about 

getting life to run smoothly, 

or at least trying to. You’re 

corralling kids’ schedules, 

maintaining your relationship 

with your partner, making 

strides at work. But there’s 

one thing that likely won’t 

slip into cruise control: your 

period. It can switch gears 

often as adulthood progresses, 

from vanishing post-baby  

to changing as a result of 

hormonal shifts, weight gain, 

and stress (all common in 

our 30s and 40s). In fact, we’re 

all but guaranteed to see 

our period evolve through 

perimenopause, the long 

transition into menopause.  

As ob-gyn Dineasha 

Potter-McQuilkin, M.D.,  

of Hoboken, New Jersey,  

puts it, “Your uterus can feel 

like the Wild West.” We 

asked experts to demystify 

the journey ahead. Here are 

a few helpful FYIs. 

 Post-baby, your 
period will return 
whenever it pleases. 
The discharge that starts 

immediately after a vaginal 

or cesarean delivery and lasts 

from two to six weeks, going 

from reddish to white in color, 

isn’t your period. That’s lochia, 

a collection of blood, tissue, 

and other waste left from 

childbirth. “It’s your body’s way 

of saying, ‘Let’s clean you out, 

lady!’ ” says Erica Montes, M.D., 

an ob-gyn in Phoenix, who 

adds that women should wear 

a pad during this time instead 

of insertable period products 

like menstrual cups or 

tampons. (These can injure or 

infect the healing uterus or 

worsen vaginal tearing. Plus, 

an exhausted new mom  

may forget to take them out.)

Your period’s return 

depends on whether or not 

you’re solely breastfeeding, 

Dr. Montes says. If you’re 

If your cycle seems as unpredictable  
as distance learning, don’t  

panic. Hormones and age can cause  
changes and fluctuations,  

whether you’ve just given birth or you had  
your kids years ago. Here’s a guide  

to parenthood periods, from post-birth  
to perimenopause. 

by D A M A RY S  O C A Ñ A  P E R E Z  /  illustrations by J E N N I F E R  TA P I A S  D E R C H
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using formula, your period 

can return in as little as six 

weeks, around the time  

of your first checkup. If you 

nurse or pump exclusively, 

you’ll likely go period-free 

until you start supplementing 

with solid food, thanks to 

hormones that suppress 

ovulation while you produce 

milk. Women who still nurse 

or pump often, though, may 

stay period-free for all of 

their breastfeeding journey. 

 Even if your period 
hasn’t yet returned in 
the postpartum 
phase, it’s possible to 
get pregnant.
Women who aren’t nursing 

can ovulate as early as 25 days 

after delivery, and though 

breastfeeding tends to keep 

periods at bay, it can’t reliably 

prevent pregnancy. Only 

birth control can help avoid  

a back-to-back pregnancy, 

which runs a higher risk of 

premature birth and rupture 

of a C-section scar, Dr. Montes 

says. “Pregnancies are safer  

if you space them out by at 

least 18 months,” she says. 

“Your body needs to replenish 

nutrients and shrink your 

uterus.” Health experts suggest 

avoiding birth-control options 

with estrogen for the first three 

weeks after giving birth, as 

these methods come with a 

higher risk of blood clots and 

may decrease milk supply.

 Birth control can 
change your cycle. 
Postpregnancy is a natural 

time for women to reconsider 

their birth-control methods, 

whether it’s because they’re 

ready for a long-lasting option, 

don’t want to take a pill, or 

aren’t keen on a contraceptive’s 

side effects. Transitioning to 

a new hormonal birth control 

can affect periods in different 

ways. Contraceptive patches, 

pills, rings, shots, or IUDs 

containing estrogen and/or 

progestin, for example, can 

make periods lighter. They 

level out hormones, keeping the 

uterus’s lining thin, so there’s 

less blood to shed, Dr. Montes 

explains. Some pills, IUDs, 

and shots, especially 

progestin-only methods, can 

stop periods altogether for 

the duration they’re used. For 

the record: “Stopping your 

period is safe and won’t hurt 

your chances of having a  

baby later,” Dr. Montes says. 

On the flip side, Paragard, 

the nonhormonal copper IUD,  

can actually spur heavier 

and longer periods. The metal 

it contains causes an 

inflammatory reaction that’s 

toxic to sperm but safe for 

you, and that leads to more 

flow, Dr. Montes explains. The 

Depo-Provera injection can 

also cause irregular bleeding 

and can make your period go 

away during its use. It should 

be avoided if you want to have 

closer-interval pregnancies, 

since for some women it can 

delay the return of fertility 

for up to a year.

 Aging can affect 
periods too.
Hormones and getting older 

in general can cause your 

uterus to expand or contract, 

which alters your period. 

You make less estrogen as you 

age. Less estrogen means  

less bleeding, but a uterus 

that stays larger can mean 

more bleeding. In addition, 

Dr. Potter-McQuilkin  

notes, “as estrogen decreases, 

you may gain weight  

around your midsection.” 

This can result in heavy  

and irregular periods. 
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That’s not all aging brings: 

“Though many women’s 

periods stay the same, your 

period may become lighter  

or heavier. It’s unpredictable,” 

says Lori Atkins, M.D., an 

ob-gyn in Fort Worth. In 

most cases, there’s no reason 

to be alarmed. “You don’t need 

to read too much into bleeding 

for five days one month and 

seven the next or having a 

heavier period, as long as  

it’s tolerable,” says Holly W. 

Cummings, M.D., M.P.H., 

assistant professor of clinical 

obstetrics and gynecology  

at the Perelman School of 

Medicine of the University of 

Pennsylvania. You might 

consider switching the size  

of your tampon or menstrual 

cup, if need be, and using 

NSAIDs, like naproxen or 

ibuprofen, to help manage 

discomfort. You can also ask 

your doctor about using 

hormonal birth control to 

help lighten periods.

 Stress can also  
alter it.  
“You’re dealing with a lot at 

this age—kids, career, aging 

parents,” Dr. Potter-

McQuilkin says. “Stress does 

crazy things to our body, 

including making you skip 

your period or bleed more 

heavily.” While you can’t 

eliminate all stress from your 

existence, any tweaks you  

can make to your lifestyle to 

include regular exercise, a 

balanced diet, and more sleep 

can reduce stress and help 

normal periods return.

 Perimenopause  
can begin earlier than 
you think. 
Menopause might not be on 

your radar yet. After all,  

it occurs for most American 

women at around age 51.  

But it’s worth familiarizing 

yourself with perimenopause, 

A N E M I A  It’s no surprise 

that heavy blood loss during 

your period can worsen this 

condition, in which the body 

lacks enough red blood cells 

to carry oxygen through  

the body. “Iron supplements 

and hormonal birth control 

like pills, vaginal rings, arm 

implants, and IUDs can make 

periods lighter,” explains  

Dr. Holly W. Cummings. Your 

doctor may also prescribe 

the oral medication  

Lysteda, which can prevent 

prolonged bleeding. 

F I B R O M Y A L G I A  The 

widespread musculoskeletal 

pain caused by this chronic 

disorder may worsen days 

before your period, as can 

sleep troubles and brain fog. 

“For a parent, this can be 

debilitating,” says Maggie 

Cadet, M.D., a rheumatologist 

in New York City. Medications 

like naproxen and ibuprofen 

can help alleviate pain,  

as can swimming, massage, 

pelvic-floor exercises,  

and warm baths. Managing 

stress through methods 

such as meditation and 

cognitive behavioral therapy 

are also key, she says.

M I G R A I N E S  The severe 

headaches can worsen right 

before and during your 

period because of hormone 

fluctuations, says New York 

City–based neurologist Risa 

Ravitz, M.D. Keep up with 

medications you’re already 

taking, she says, and help 

prevent migraines by 

drinking lots of water, eating 

regular, nutritious meals,  

and getting cardio exercise 

and plenty of sleep. 

F I B R O I D S  These benign 

growths or tumors in the 

uterus tend to grow during 

pregnancy and shrink 

postpartum. If they stay 

large or get even bigger,  

they can make periods very 

erratic by prolonging them, 

and cause heavy bleeding 

and pain. Doctors’ go-to fix, 

Dr. Lori Atkins says, is a 

hormonal contraceptive to 

manage symptoms. In 

extreme cases, they can be 

removed surgically.

E N D O M E T R I O S I S  Pain is 

the hallmark of this condition, 

in which uterine cells grow 

beyond the uterine lining. 

“Pregnancy suppresses it, 

and that benefit can last 

three years,” Dr. Atkins says. 

Once it returns, pain starts a 

few days before your period. 

Doctors may suppress  

or adjust your hormones 

through birth control  

or opt for surgery if initial 

treatment fails. 

I R R I T A B L E  B O W E L 

S Y N D R O M E  ( I B S ) 

Symptoms of this disorder of 

the large intestine, which 

include abdominal pain, gas, 

diarrhea, and constipation, 

get worse during your 

period thanks to fluctuating 

hormones. Hormonal birth 

control can help alleviate 

symptoms, Dr. Atkins says.

If you have migraines, IBS, or another  
common condition, you may notice  

that your symptoms get more intense just  
before or during your period.  

Here’s why, plus ways to lessen the pain. 

Why Your Period Might Make  
Some Illnesses Worse

the extended process leading 

up to it, which can last 

six to ten years and may start 

as early as your mid-30s, says 

Stephanie Faubion, M.D., 

medical director of The 

North American Menopause 

Society and the Mayo Clinic 

Center for Women’s Health. 

Estrogen levels may 

fluctuate wildly in the years 

before menopause, and 

symptoms vary from woman 

to woman. However, “common 

issues include irregular 

bleeding, intermittent hot 

flashes, trouble sleeping, 

anxiety, and vaginal dryness 

or painful sex,” Dr. Faubion 

says. If you have a big change 

in bleeding patterns, whether 

more frequent and heavier or 

spaced out and lighter, speak 

to your doctor. 

Women entering this phase 

should try to keep an eye  

on weight gain, manage stress, 

and stick to a healthy diet  

as the risks of heart disease, 

diabetes, high cholesterol, 

and hypertension go up. 

 Even though many 
changes are normal,  
if something seems 
off to you, it’s worth 
checking out.
Certain changes to your period 

are signs that something 

serious may be going on. If you 

notice that you’re soaking 

through more than one pad  

or tampon per hour, passing 

blood clots bigger than  

a quarter, spotting between 

periods, or missing three  

or more periods, reach out to 

your doctor. “Any change that 

feels wrong or is bothersome 

requires a visit to your 

gynecologist,” Dr. Atkins says. 

“Menstrual changes and 

irregularities can be common 

and normal, but it takes a 

qualified specialist to work 

through the issues with you 

and determine a plan.” 



The comfy combo.

looks like you’re in 
the “hands make the 
best pillows” stage.

Along with your dad here, we’ll help keep you 

comfy as you grow through all your stages.

It’s cozy up here, 

huh, baby?

So, baby,



Celebrating as  

you hit all your marks, 

from an IVF win  

to a bump that just 

popped, feels all  

the more meaningful. 

Oh Baby, 

Let’s Party
We smiled through 
Zoom baby showers 
this past year, but  
at long last, we can 
have more-festive 
beginnings. From 
sharing the initial 
news to throwing  
a full-blown party, 
there are many ways 
to count down to a 
new arrival and note 
milestones along the 
way. Time to pump 
up the joy!

by P E T R A  G U G L I E L M E T T I

H E R E ’ S  YO U R  

C H A N C E  T O  P I C K  A N D 

C H O O S E  YO U R  

O W N  T R A D I T I O N S .
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Get the 
Word Out

 WAT C H T H E I R E Y E S P O P 

Why tell people when  

you can surprise them—and 

capture their reaction  

on camera? One TikTok 

favorite: Pretend you’re 

photographing your family 

and have them say “[your 

name] is pregnant!” instead 

of cheese. (OMG, their faces.) 

Or casually suggest that 

your parents test their vision 

on a printable eye chart  

($5; Artaia Prints at etsy.com) 

that reveals the news in 

secret-message form (“Only 

the best parents get promoted 

to grandparents”). If  

you want to tap their sweet  

spot, ask a local baker to  

make cookies featuring your 

due date; find ample 

inspiration by searching 

#announcementcookies.

 M A K E I T I N S TA - O F F I C I A L 

No pressure to execute 

anything elaborate. Go easy 

with an editable Instagram 

announcement template  

($14; HunnyPrints at  

etsy.com) that provides you 

with artsy eucalyptus-sprig 

From the Start
 G E T YO U R T H O U G H T S 

D O W N  Journaling turns  

out to be a proven way to  

stay centered and present. 

“Research shows that 

journaling can improve 

well-being and ease stress,” 

says psychologist Clay 

Routledge, Ph.D., a professor 

at North Dakota State 

University, in Fargo. “Jot down 

one sentence of gratitude,  

even if it’s about nice weather 

or a good meal. It helps 

promote positive feelings, like 

optimism, during pregnancy.” 

The Pregnancy Passport by 

Letterfolk ($10; letterfolk.com) 

has a weekly fill-in-the-blanks 

setup from week 4 to week 40. 

photo styling. You could also 

employ this TikTok tactic for 

building suspense: Cover an 

ultrasound photo with your 

partner’s and your (or your 

family’s) hands and lift them 

one by one to reveal the news. 

A simple portrait of hands  

on your belly is lovely, too, or  

just grab a “baby” balloon, 

pose, and post. 

Doing 
a Reveal?

 YO U C A N  S K I P I T Plenty  

of parents now view the “boy 

or girl” obsession as archaic. 

That said, “What are you 

having?” will be right up there 

with “When are you due?”  

so it might feel right to just 

get the news out.

 K E E P I T B E T W E E N 

YO U R S E LV E S  After years of 

pyrotechnics and other  

really bad ideas, what feels 

fresh is keeping the reveal 

intimate. “Make it low-key  

by going outdoors, opening  

a letter from your doctor, and 

having a photographer or a 

friend capture your reactions,” 

says Boston lifestyle blogger 

and decorator Jordan Lund. 

 I N V I T E S O M E L I G H T 

S U S P E N S E If you love the 

drama of glimpsing pink or 

blue but want to think 

outside cupcakes, consider  

a breakable chocolate  

heart filled with colored 

candies (order from  

a local sweets shop or at 

etsy.com), a box of pink 

or blue baby clothes via the 

Monica + Andy Gender 

Reveal Box (your doctor can 

email them the deets, $69; 

monicaandandy.com), or the 

very cool Homesick Baby 

Gender Reveal Candle that 

slowly drips pink or  

blue ($34; homesick.com). 

Stock up on notes  
to thank everyone for their  

well-wishes. ($15 for six; 
chereeberrypaperdesign.com) 

 T R AC K T H AT B A BY  

A favorite is the Babylist Baby 

Registry, which, aside from 

being a shopping app, has an 

excellent tracker and 

amusing weekly updates, like 

“Baby is the size of a Tickle 

Me Elmo.” For daily tips, try 

the GLOW Pregnancy & 

Baby Tracker + Baby Registry 

App, which has a medical  

log for jotting down info from 

your doctor, or Hello Belly, 

which has 3-D graphics and 

cheeky illustrations.

 S I G N U P F O R G O O D I E S 

Click “send” on a pick-me-up 

of pregnancy-specific beauty 

products and baby things  

via The Stork Bag (starting 

at $52; thestorkbag.com)  

or Bump Boxes (starting at 

$33; bumpboxes.com). 
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 S H A R E T H E N E W S  

When you begin the process 

of adoption or turn to IVF, 

telling others that you’re 

starting a family can help 

rally your support network 

Celebrate All 
Roads to 

Parenthood

 C O N S I D E R S A LU T I N G 

YO U R S U R R O GAT E You can 

show gratitude for a 

surrogate, if that’s your path 

to parenthood and you feel 

comfortable doing so. “Asking 

friends to share special 

messages in a card or a book 

or sending a gift card to your 

gestational carrier can be a 

great way to acknowledge her 

and keep you upbeat. As  

they began trying to adopt a 

second child, Cara and 

Christian Peper, of Denver, 

stood in front of a colorful 

mural and held a large 

pen-on-craft-paper sign  

that simply said, “Hoping.” 

Other possible phrases:  

“We are paper pregnant” or 

“Waiting for you.” 

journey and show her you 

care,” says Gail Sexton 

Anderson, a counselor and the 

founder of Donor Concierge.

 H O N O R I V F S U C C E S S  

To help make pregnancy  

feel real after a long and 

complicated path, Heather 

Camarillo, of Camarillo, 

California, had the photo of 

her baby’s embryo turned 

into a beautiful watercolor 

painting via a midwife- 

painter who’s made this her 

niche at Embaby Art 

(embabyart.com). “You get 

that embryo photo only if  

you do IVF, so take advantage  

of that. Our painting hangs  

on my son’s nursery wall and 

reminds us of how far we’ve 

come,” says Camarillo, who 

recently welcomed son Bowie 

via an embryo adoption with 

her wife, Jess.

Modern showers are 
more about the  

feels (and food!) and 
less about the gifts.

 H AV E I T YO U R WAY Don’t 

hold yourself to the old norms 

of needing someone else to  

do all the planning. You can 

have a say in this (it’s good 

practice for parenting). Be 

specific about what you want, 

or even plan your own party, 

which is accepted now, though 

most folks still have a friend  

or a family member officially 

host. If you’re throwing  

a friend’s shower, let them 

collaborate.

 A D D M E A N I N G “There’s 

been a shift toward showers 

being more about lifting  

up the parents and less about 

filling the nursery,” says  

Jessi Means, cofounder, along 

with Lindsey Kauffman,  

of Celebrated, a brand that 

offers parties in a box. Toast 

to why the parents-to-be will 

be amazing, with everyone 

Plan Your Shower 
(or a Friend’s)



sharing thoughts out loud.  

Or have guests take turns 

naming the qualities they 

most hope the baby inherits. 

 R E VA M P A DV I C E C A R D S 

Any tribe has wisdom  

to share, but it can be hard  

for guests to write super- 

helpful advice cards (the 

pressure!). Instead, put out 

stationery and prompt 

people to jot down childhood 

traditions, blessings for the 

baby, or first-year bucket-list 

ideas. Or have them write 

down what’s cool in 2021, to 

laugh at years later.

 G E T B O O K I S H “Since  

I was far away from my sis 

and couldn’t throw a  

party, I organized a ‘Build  

a Library’ drive,” says 

Vanessa Fernandez Greene, 

of Winona, Minnesota. “I 

invited people to gift a book 

with a note inside saying 

why they picked it. They 

Enlist your 
circle  

of support. 

filled out a Google Doc  

with their choices to avoid 

duplicates.”

 DA N C E I T O U T Gena 

Kaufman, of New York City, 

threw herself a virtual  

dance party to celebrate—and 

thinks the idea holds up  

even out of quarantine. “We 

called it Baby Zoom-ba.  

My dance teacher led loosely 

guided moves to a playlist  

of songs with baby in the 

lyrics or funny related tunes, 

like the song ‘Push It.’ ” 

 T H E M E I T How about a 

“BabyQ”? MyLin Stokes 

Kennedy, of Fountain Valley, 

California, put up a tent  

in her mom’s backyard and 

the family grilled burgers,  

hot dogs, and salmon. “We did 

blue-gingham and burlap  

DIY decor, with sunflowers 

everywhere,” she says. Warm 

weather lends itself to other 

outdoor venues too: Book 

Document 
Your Belly

 R O C K T H E W O R D P L AY 

Use a letter board as your 

stream-of-consciousness 

pregnancy journal. Kaili 

Reveles, of Amarillo, Texas, 

captured each week’s feels  

in funny snippets: “29 weeks: 

partial eclipse of my toes”; 

“35 weeks: I remember 

sleeping thru the night 

without having to pee; good 

times”; “38 weeks: running 

out of womb.” Says Reveles, 

“Most were just little puns 

based on how I was feeling.” 

 E M P L OY P R O P S  Blossom 

and Pear’s pregnancy-

milestone cards ($28; 

blossomandpear.com) 

include moments like “Today 

I heard your heartbeat.” You 

can then save all your weekly 

photos to an album and  

have a Mixbook scrapbook  

of them printed. 

 D O A N O N - C R I N G E Y 

M AT E R N I T Y S H O O T  Wear 

anything you feel great  

in, and keep it relaxed. If in 

doubt: Curve-hugging 

clothes help you flaunt your 

bump. “Shooting against  

a contrasting background 

shows your shape even 

more,” says Nicole Trunfio, 

a model and the founder  

of the Bumpsuit maternity 

brand. Try hand on belly 

with one knee bent. “The 

hand helps show your belly’s 

shape, and your bent knee 

keeps you from looking stiff,” 

Trunfio says. 

time in a peach orchard or  

a pumpkin patch, or grab a 

picnic table at a beach and a 

theme naturally follows.
Sisters Chealsey 

Williams and Cherish 
Kollie, of Clarksville, 

Tennessee, pregnant 
at the same time
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How to Tell the World
A cheat sheet for your pregnancy or  

birth announcement

 Cuteness in progress

 We’ve been keeping a secret

 We’re pregnant (but mostly, she is)

 Best DIY we’ll ever do

 Our rainbow after the storm

 Wished for one, got blessed with two

  Baby bump or burrito? 

 Love you with all my belly

 The waddle is real

 Here we grow again

  Oops, we did it again! (Or: Kick 
me, baby, one more time)

 Less sleep, more love  baby #2

 One more to adore

 Only child no more

 Promoted to big sister

  20 weeks: Snacks required,  
pants optional

  38 weeks: If anything falls on  
the floor, it’s there to stay

 39 weeks: Baby is the size of a toddler

 Pop the sparkling cider!

Scout the 
Perfect Name

 SWIPE TILL YO U 

MATC H Have you heard 

of the Kinder app—like 

Tinder for baby names? 

You and your partner 

swipe right on names you 

like and get alerted when 

you have a match. “We 

didn’t ultimately pick a 

name through this, but it 

was great for ideas,” says 

Jermain Wrightman, 

Gena Kaufman’s husband. 

“We had our daughter’s 

name, Nora, in mind early 

on, but Sana is one we 

also considered after we 

both swiped right on it.”

 LO O K I N N E W PL AC E S 

Let the credits roll next 

time you watch a movie. 

So many names to 

discuss! Or “I don’t know 

if this is too dark, but one 

of my favorite places to 

take a long walk is at our 

local cemetery, and 

cemeteries are genius for 

finding great old names,” 

Kaufman says.

 S H A K E T H E T R E E “We 

went through our family 

tree and chose the 

middle name of my wife’s 

grandfather, Lennox, for 

our son’s first name, and 

a shortened version of 

both our grandmothers’ 

name, Elizabeth,  

for the middle name, Eli,” 

Stokes Kennedy says. 

Relish 
Those Final 

Days
 TA K E A B A BY M O O N 

“Call a hotel in a nearby 

town and ask if they  

have a local-resident 

rate. Many do,” says 

Carla Tracy, a travel and 

restaurant public 

relations pro in Portland, 

Maine. You might be able 

to find a bargain on a 

weekday with business 

travel still slow. Or treat 

yourself to an Airbnb. 

“We rented a house on 

the beach and took great 

outdoor pregnancy 

photos,” Camarillo says. 

 R E C O R D A “ B A BY 

M A M A” DA N C E This 

TikTok tradition might 

even help you go into 

labor. (It’s happened!) If 

you don’t have TikTok, 

look it up on YouTube. 

 P E R F E C T YO U R  

P U S H -T I M E P L AY L I S T 

Music can establish  

a chill-yet-motivating 

vibe in the delivery 

room. Take your time 

curating your sound 

track now (and get the 

bickering over song 

choices out of the way) 

so it’ll be ready when 

your baby is. Cue Tiësto: 

“Let’s get down, let’s get 

down to business.” O
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Galaxy Quest
Blast off on a celestial adventure—and  

ignite kids’ curiosity about the universe—with an  
evening under the stars right in your  

own backyard. Space fun starts in 5, 4, 3, 2, ...

by S A R A H  W A S S N E R  F LY N N   /   photograph by P R I S C I L L A  G R A G G

W H E T H E R  YO U R  kids are 

astronaut wannabes or nebula 

newbies, the sky offers a 

stellar excuse to geek out as a 

family. “No matter where 

you live, you can head out to 

your yard or a park and do 

some simple space-related 

activities with your kids,” 

says Derrick Pitts, chief 

astronomer and director of 

the Fels Planetarium  

at The Franklin Institute, 

in Philadelphia. “Space 

exploration may seem 

complicated, but you can 

introduce kids to concepts 

that they can grasp from  

a young age.” Not only does 

stargazing empower kids 

with amazing facts about the 

galaxy, but it may also spark  

a curiosity that lingers past 

bedtime. “It’s something  

they can pursue all summer 

long—and for the rest of  

their lives,” Pitts says. Here’s 

everything you need for 

planning a day, a night, or 

even a whole weekend that 

will rock their universe. 

Transform your backyard into 

your very own planetarium.

S E T  T H E 

A T M O S P H E R E

 Get comfy. 

For a cozy stargazing setup, 

pile soft blankets, cushy 

sleeping bags, and fluffy 

pillows inside an empty (and 

dry) inflatable baby pool on T
O
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A S T R O N O M Y  

C H E A T  S H E E T

Kids ask (many, many) questions. 

We’ve got your answers. 

 Is the moon a planet? 

Nope. Planets orbit the sun. The moon, a 

big ball of rock, actually orbits Earth. And 

FYI—because they’ll probably ask—the 

sun isn’t a planet, either. It’s a star, made 

up mostly of hydrogen and helium. 

 Is that a planet in the sky,  
or is it a star? 

To the naked eye, planets look a lot like 

stars. How to distinguish one from the 

other: Stars twinkle; planets don’t. 

 What’s the Milky Way?

We’re in it! All of the skies we can see are 

part of the Milky Way, a giant, dusty band 

of stars that gets its name from a Greek 

myth about the goddess Hera, who is 

said to have sprayed milk across the sky. 

 How long does it take  
to get to Mars?

A spacecraft takes anywhere between 

6 and 11 months to travel the 203 million 

miles to the red planet. Which doesn’t 

seem so long when compared with other 

space odysseys, like the 12-year-long 

trip from Earth to Neptune. 

 Can you breathe in space?

Yes—if you have a space suit! Space acts 

as a vacuum that pulls air out of the 

lungs. Astronauts don special suits that 

are pumped with oxygen, like the tank a 

scuba diver uses to breathe underwater. 

 How many stars are there?

Experts estimate that there are as  

many stars in the sky as there are grains 

of sand on Earth. On any given night,  

you may be able to spot some 5,000 stars 

without a telescope. If you don’t want to 

count, just take astronomers’ word for it. 

the lawn. Kids will love cuddling while 

looking up, and you’ll avoid letting any 

dampness from the ground seep 

through. (No pool? Grab a picnic blanket 

with a waterproof backing and lay it on 

the lawn instead.) 

 Pack out-of-this-world food. 

Stave off after-dinner hangries with 

galactic-inspired snacks—say, crescent 

pizza rolls, Moon Pie treats, Milky Way 

or Mars candy bars, or apples or cheese 

sliced like phases of the moon.

 Work the outfits. 

Have kids dress up for the night with 

fluorescent necklaces, or put space-

themed stickers on their clothes. You  

can also get crafty earlier in the day and 

decorate white T-shirts with glow-in-

the-dark fabric paint (try Tulip Glow in 

the Dark Dimensional Fabric Paint, 

$2.50 for 1.25 oz.; Michaels Stores).

 Give them cool equipment. 

Using a flashlight with a red filter will 

help eyes adjust to nighttime viewing, 

says Andrea Jones, the public 

engagement lead at NASA’s Goddard 

Space Flight Center. You can buy one 

online or hack your own by taking a 

regular flashlight and wrapping the 

light with red cellophane and securing 

it with a rubber band, Jones says. 

 Crank some space jams. 

For a cinematic mood, play a cosmic 

sound track. Get the party started with: 
“Across the Universe,” by The Beatles 

“Fly Me to the Moon,” by Frank Sinatra 

“Galaxy,” by War

“Intergalactic,” by Beastie Boys 

“Rocket Man,” by Elton John

“Space Oddity,” by David Bowie

“Walking on the Moon,” by The Police 
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There are dates in 2021 when the  

night show will be extra  

dazzling. The farther you live from an 

urban area and light pollution,  

the clearer the sky will be, Pitts says,  

but you should still be able to  

see the brightest stars even if you’re 

smack-dab in a city center. 

Mark Your  
Calendars

July 17 to August 24

T H E  P E R S E I D  M E T E O R  S H O W E R

Head out after dusk to witness meteors 

streaking across the sky at speeds  

of around 133,000 miles per hour. You can  

peep anytime during this window,  

but August 12 will be the peak night. 

Starting August 2
S AT U R N

The second-largest planet will be super-easy 

to spot in the southeastern sky just after 

sunset, thanks in part to its closer positioning 

to Earth this month. It will look like a bright 

white-yellow star to the unaided eye, but a 

telescope will give you an even more intimate 

glimpse of Saturn’s rings and moons. 

Starting August 8
A  N E W  M O O N

That actually means it’s sandwiched  

between the sun and Earth. While you won’t 

be able to see the moon, the darker  

night sky will allow a clearer view of distant 

star clusters, meteors, and satellites. 

Starting August 19
J U P I T E R

It’s the giant planet’s time to shine.  

A pair of binoculars should reveal Jupiter  

and its four largest moons, which  

look like white polka dots around it. 

Starting August 22
A  B L U E  M O O N

This actually refers to a full moon that 

occurs twice within one calendar month—an 

event that happens about every 2.7 years or, 

well, once in a blue moon. Word to the  

wise: The moon isn’t blue in color but will 

loom large as it rises up from the horizon. 

Here are a few activities simple enough 
for non-astronomers (and kids  

with wandering attention spans). 

S T A R G A Z I N G  

F O R  B E G I N N E R S

1  Connect the dots.

Even on the clearest nights, it can be 

tough for stargazers of any age to spot 

constellations. Instead of having your 

child look for, say, Ursa Major, seek out 

simpler shapes. “There are groupings of 

stars called asterisms, which can be 

easier to find than constellations,” Jones 

says. One of her favorites: the Summer 

Triangle, which is visible all season and 

includes three bright stars—Vega, 

Deneb, and Altair. The Teapot is another 

easy-to-point-out asterism and best 

viewed from July to September. “If you 

look closely, it appears as though the 

Milky Way is spurting out of the Teapot’s 

spout,” Jones says. “Kids love that.” 

2  Create your own 
constellations. 

Another way to help your kids see more in 

the sky? Have them come up with their 

very own constellations. “Kids can point 

out different stars and ‘call out’ shapes 

like a crown or the letters in their names, 

anything that sparks their imagination,” 

Jones suggests. “It’s a great way to get kids 

to recognize patterns and be creative.” 

3  Hunt for colors. 

Cool fact: Stars aren’t just twinkly 

white—they also come in red, blue, orange, 

and yellow. “As kids are staring up at  

the sky, have them search for different 

colors,” Jones says. (You should be able to 

see hints of blue or orange in the brightest 

stars with the naked eye and even better 

with binoculars.) Explain that blue stars 

are the hottest, orange stars are warm, 

and red stars are the coolest. “You can 

sneak in science as they’re oohing and 

aahing over the pretty colors,” Jones adds.

These kids’ astronomy books will launch their imagination.

Galactic Reads

Mae Among the Stars 
Written by Roda Ahmed, 

illustrated by  

Stasia Burrington

An exciting intro to Mae 
Jemison, the first female 

Black astronaut to travel in 
space, draws in readers 

with relatable stories from 
her childhood. Sample  

fun fact: Jemison’s mom 
made her an astronaut 

costume out of old orange 
curtains and cardboard 

boxes. Ages 3 to 6 

8 Little Planets: A Solar 
System Book for Kids 
Written by Chris Ferrie, 

illustrated by Lizzy Doyle 

Catchy rhymes and bright, 
cartoonlike illustrations  

will help your toddler learn 
the names of the planets 
plus simple trivia about 

them. (“Fiery VENUS must 
feel rather fraught. 900 

degree temperatures sure 
are hot!”) Hat tip to the 

author for dedicating the 
book to Pluto. Ages 1 to 3 

Barefoot Books  
Solar System 
Written by Anne 

Jankeliowitch, illustrated by 

Annabelle Buxton 

For the kid who wants to 
know everything about 

space, this oversize book 
delivers, packing in info 

about famous space 
voyages and decoding the 

night sky. Cool bonus 
feature: The cover and an 
included poster glow in the 

dark. Ages 6+

—Karen Cicero



The whole fam will be into these UFOs 
(unbelievably fun objects).

All-Star Hits

T W I N K L E ,  T W I N K L E

Let kids check out cool 
constellations from  

their own bed by setting 
up the Discovery 

#MINDBLOWN Space  

and Planetarium 

Projector in their room.  
Ages 6+, $25; 

bedbathandbeyond.com 

Z O O M  M E E T I N G

Binoculars can be a 
stepping-stone to a 

real-deal telescope. The 
Dreamingbox Compact 

Shock Proof Binoculars 
have 8x magnification 

that won’t hurt tiny eyes 
but will provide a good 
view. $18; amazon.com

E Y E  I N  T H E  S K Y

Break out Nancy B’s 

Science Club MoonScope 
to get a detailed view  

of some lunar glory. The 
prealigned finder scope 

will make aiming and 
focusing the telescope 

easier. Ages 8+, $55; 
educationalinsights.com 

M I S S I O N  T O  M A R S

While waiting for the  
night sky to illuminate, kids  

can stay busy with this 
100-piece Mars Puzzle. 

It’s oversize, so your  
mini Martians will really 
take in the red planet up 

close. Ages 6+, $14; 
uncommongoods.com

U N I V E R S A L

F A S H I O N

Kiddos can dress the part 
with the Aeromax Jr. 

Astronaut Gloves and 

Boots, designed with 
NASA patches that’ll have 

little moonwalkers 
dreaming big. $18 and 
$30; maisonette.com 

R O C K I N ’  R O C K E T

The LEGO City Mars 

Research Shuttle lets 
aspiring astronauts work 
on a NASA-inspired space 

shuttle, complete with  
a rover and a storage 

drone. Houston, we have  
an adventure. Ages 5+, 

$40; lego.com

If your kids aren’t ready to  
stay up late—or if you just want to 

extend the fun the next  
day–give these activities a try. 

S P A C E  P L A Y  

D U R I N G  T H E  D A Y

 Marshmallow Constellations 

Teach kids the shapes of Ursa Major 

and Cassiopeia at snacktime. Print out 

pictures of constellations, then have 

little hands re-create them using pretzel 

sticks and mini marshmallows. 

 Rocket Fuel Experiment

For the sake of safety (and cleanup!),  

do this trick—which shows how rockets 

take off—in an open area outdoors and 

wear goggles. Start by turning an empty 

2-liter bottle upside down, then taping 

4 pencils to it so the erasers rest on the 

ground, allowing the bottle to stand. 

Turn upright and add 1 cup white vinegar 

and 2 tablespoons baking soda, then 

quickly push in a wine cork. Flip bottle 

onto pencils—and step back. It should 

catch air before you can say, “Blast off!”

 Foil Moon Art 

Give kids a tangible understanding of the 

crater-pocked moon. Cut a circle out of 

foil about the size of a plate and ask kids 

to crinkle it. Smooth it out, and place a 

quarter underneath the foil, pressing 

around the coin’s edges before removing 

it. Repeat, using a nickel, a penny, and  

a dime in different spots. Turn the foil 

over and you’ll have a moon full of 

craters, which you can explain come from 

meteors crashing into it. Glue it onto black 

paper, and decorate it with stickers. 

Try out some five-star apps and  
virtual experiences. 

T E C H  S U P P O R T

 S TA R  WA L K  2  A P P  “The sky is so huge 

that you need help directing your eye,” says 

Emily Calandrelli, host of the Netflix series 

Emily’s Wonder Lab. “What’s going on in 

your area changes all the time, so this allows 

you to easily find planets and constellations 

just by pointing your device toward the 

sky.” Free; available on iOS and Android

 N A S A’ S  K I D S ’  C L U B  This one-stop 

shop for all things space is good for  

kids kindergarten-age and up to gape  

at awesome pics and tap into at-home 

activities. nasa.gov/kidsclub

 S AT E L L I T E  T R A C K E R  A P P  When one 

of the thousands of satellites swings  

by your hood, this app sends you an alert. 
Free; available on iOS and Android

 S T O R Y T I M E  F R O M  S P A C E  Does it get 

cooler than videos of astronauts reading 

books about space while floating inside a 

spaceship? storytimefromspace.com

—Cassie Hurwitz

More STEAM Fun!
Simply hover your phone’s 

camera over the smart 

code to discover more 

cool ways to get your kids 

learning this summer.

4  Track the moon.

For an ongoing project, have kids follow 

moon phases throughout the summer. “As 

the moon orbits Earth, we see different 

amounts of the moon illuminated by the 

sun, so the moon appears to change shape 

all month long,” Jones says. “Tracking  

it helps us get to know our nearest 

neighbor.” She suggests that kids create 

an observation journal and draw the  

moon’s shape they see each day and log 

the time (after all, the moon is visible 

even in the daytime). 
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Family Finances?  
You’ve Got This.

When you become a parent, there are some simple  
steps you can take to help grow your savings and ensure  

your kids’ security. Podcaster, financial writer, and  
speaker Farnoosh Torabi, herself a mom of two, takes you 

through a checklist of straightforward priorities.

illustrations by J A M E S  YA N G

 Make a Habit of 
Putting Away Some 
Rainy-Day Savings
Let me get this out of the  

way first: The primary way 

to reduce money stress is to 

have a few months’ worth of 

emergency savings on hand. 

The basic math is to add  

up the cost of your monthly 

housing, food, utilities,  

and gas, and multiply that by 

at least three, ideally six. 

Saving this amount acts as a 

vital financial buffer if, say, 

you’re between jobs, need 

extra child care, or —oops, 

need a new roof.

Saving all this money is a 

heavy lift for sure, so start 

slowly if need be. The key is to 

save on a recurring schedule. 

For example, automatically 

moving $20 a day into your 

rainy-day fund for a full year 

amounts to more than $7,000. 

Throw in the average $3,000 

tax refund and you’re close  

to $10,000 before you know it. 

 Get a Simple Life 
Insurance Policy
There’s no immediate need to 

get life insurance before your 

kids are born, but once you 

have these tiny people in your 

life who’d be lost without you, 

it should be among the first 

things you tackle. 

“You now have someone 

financially dependent on  

you, and premature death can  

have a devastating financial 

impact on a family, in addition 

to the obvious emotional 

impact,” says Anjali Jariwala, 

CPA, CFP, and founder of FIT 

Advisors, in Los Angeles.
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Setting up life insurance 

can feel complex, but what 

most parents need is very 

simple: a term policy that lasts 

ten, 15, or 20 years, basically 

something that expires once 

your kids are in or through 

college. As for how much life 

insurance to take out, a good 

rule of thumb is your annual 

salary multiplied by ten. The 

cost is reasonable. According 

to ValuePenguin, which 

compares insurance costs,  

a nonsmoking 30-year-old 

pays about $26 a month for a 

20-year term life insurance 

policy valued at $500,000. 

Jariwala adds that spouses 

who don’t earn a paycheck 

should have life insurance too. 

Their contributions as  

the primary caregiver, cook, 

organizer, cleaning person, 

and so much more would be 

expensive to replace if 

something were to happen.

 Start a College 
Fund, but Don’t Go 
Overboard
A 2018 survey from T. Rowe 

Price showed that 74 percent 

of parents felt that saving  

for their kids’ college was a 

higher priority than their 

own retirement, and other 

studies back that up. That’s 

bonkers. It’s nice to give your 

child a free ride to college but 

not if it leaves you struggling 

in your later years. 

“College is an elective,” says 

Nicole Garner Scott, a money 

coach and founder of Amount 

Financial, based in Atlanta and 

Miami. She says that kids can 

tap into scholarships, grants, 

and gifts, as well as their  

own earned income, to pay for 

school. (There are no merit 

scholarships for retirees!)

Now a confession: Since  

I knew that a 529 account is 

the best way to save for 

college, I opened one for my 

son before he was born.  

I learned that you can open 

one in your name and  

then change the beneficiary  

to your child’s name after  

their birth. When I calculated 

the six figures’ worth of 

savings we’d want to support 

his higher education one  

day, I panicked and started 

squirreling away money as 

soon as possible. A 529 plan 

is great because the money 

gets invested, so it has the 

opportunity to earn compound 

interest (meaning that over 

the years, both what you put 

in and the interest it earns 

can keep growing). Most 

important, it stays tax-free 

if used for qualified 

education costs, which can 

include private-school 

education as well as college 

(up to $10,000 per year). 

My son’s 529 entered the 

picture only because I’d 

already begun saving for my 

retirement pre-pregnancy. 

In addition, my husband  

and I decided we’d set aside 

only enough to cover tuition 

plus room and board at a 

public university—equal to 

saving $500 a month for  

the next 18 or so years based 

on cost projections. If we 

happen to be able to afford 

more once our son is ready 

for college, then we’ll do  

our best to support him,  

but only after being certain  

that our own financial 

needs are met. 

 Draft a Will
Establishing a will, just like 

securing life insurance, is 

one of the most considerate 

things parents can do for 

their family. It’s a way to 

continue taking care of your 

kids if the worst happens 

and you’re no longer around.

If you have any assets, 

including bank accounts, a 

home, and other valuables 

that you’d like to assign in 

your absence, you need a will. 

You also need to name the 

person or people you’d want 

to take care of your kids.

Scott recommends 

considering these questions 

when drafting your will: 

What do you own? What 

assets do you have specific 

wishes for? Who do you  

trust to lead this process? 

Who do you want to be the 

guardian of your children? 

If the answers to the above 

questions are basic enough, 

sites like Nolo, Rocket Lawyer, 

and LegalZoom offer free (or 

inexpensive) templates you can 

download and print to create 

your own will. Otherwise, you 

may benefit from the help  

of an estate-planning attorney, 

which can cost a few hundred 

dollars per hour or a flat rate.

No need to have all the 

answers finalized when you 

draft your will. You’re always 

allowed to make updates. 

While you’re at it, be sure that 

all of your investment 

accounts, such as your 401(k), 

that ask for a beneficiary  

in the event of your passing 

have been updated to reflect 

what’s stated in your will.

 Keep Tabs
No need to obsessively review 

your financial decisions. 

Life’s busy enough. But do 

check in at least once a  

year and especially when life 

circumstances change, such 

as when you have a new baby. 

It’s important to include 

them as another beneficiary.

You can always adjust your 

life insurance policy on an 

as-needed basis too. In short, 

the basic financial checklist 

for parents isn’t terribly  

long, and once you set up a 

few key things—savings, life 

insurance, a college fund, 

and a will—the maintenance 

is minimal and you can  

return to all the other pressing 

matters of parenthood,  

like bribing your 6-year-old 

with more screen time. 



You’ll achieve a new 

level of crispy,  

chewy perfection,  

and keep your cool  

on the hottest nights 

of the year. Best  

of all, you can choose 

your own adventure 

with flavors, from 

classics to new twists. 

Either way, these pies 

can’t be topped.

recipes by J A S M I N E  S M I T H

photographs  

by C A I T L I N  B E N S E L

Mini Chicken  

and Broccoli Pizzas

For recipe, see page 99.

P I C K  A  D O U G H ,  

A N Y  D O U G H

You can make all of these 

pizzas with either 

homemade dough  

(page 96), store-bought 

dough or premade  

crust, or even flatbread  

like naan. 

  

Grill 
Your 

Pizza!
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Summer 
Cherry Tomato 

Pizza
For recipe, see  

page 99.



Fully Loaded Potato 
and Bacon Flatbreads
Active Time 20 minutes

Total Time 25 minutes

Makes 4 servings 

I NGR E DI E N T S

 10 oz. red new potatoes, sliced 
crosswise into 1/4-in.-thick 
rounds (2 cups)

 1 tsp. olive oil

 1/8 tsp. kosher salt

 1/8 tsp. black pepper 

 1/2 cup sour cream

 1 garlic clove, grated (1/4 tsp.)

 2 8.8-oz. pkgs. whole-wheat 
naan flatbreads (4 flatbreads)

 1/2 cup shredded Monterey Jack 
cheese (2 oz.)

 1/2  cup shredded sharp cheddar 
cheese (2 oz.)

 2 thick-cut bacon slices, 
cooked and chopped (1/4 cup)

  Thinly sliced green onions,  
for garnish

M A K E I T

1. Preheat a gas grill to medium 

(350°F to 400°F) on one side 

(leave other side unlit), or  

push hot coals to one side of a 

charcoal grill. Toss together 

potatoes, oil, salt, and pepper 

in a medium microwavable 

bowl; cover and microwave on 

high until softened, about  

2 minutes. Let potatoes stand 

until cool enough to handle, 

about 5 minutes.

2. Meanwhile, stir together sour 

cream and garlic in a small bowl 

until well combined; set aside.

3. Place flatbreads on oiled 

grates over lit side of grill. Grill, 

uncovered, until grill marks 

appear, about 2 minutes on each 

side. Transfer to a baking sheet. 

4. Spread 2 Tbs. sour cream 

mixture on each grilled flatbread, 

leaving a 1/4-in. border. Sprinkle 

each flatbread with 2 Tbs. each 

of Monterey Jack and cheddar 

cheeses. Dividing evenly, 

arrange cooked potato slices in  

a single layer on flatbreads, 

then sprinkle with bacon. 

5. Transfer topped pizzas from 

baking sheet to oiled grates 

over unlit side of grill. Grill, 

covered, until flatbread bottoms 

are crisp and cheese is melted,  

5 to 7 minutes. Transfer to a 

cutting board, and cut each 

flatbread into 4 pieces.  

Garnish with green onions.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

600 calories; 24g protein;  
25g fat (13g sat. fat); 71g carbs;  
8g fiber; 6g sugar; 3mg iron; 
314mg calcium; 934mg sodium
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© 2019 Kraft Foods

Cheese. Tacos. 
No dinner drama.



The Ringmaster

Active Time 20 minutes 

Total Time 35 minutes

Makes 4 servings 

I NGR E DI E N T S

 2 Tbs. olive oil 

 1  14-oz. pkg. prebaked pizza 
crust (such as Boboli)

 2/3 cup jarred pizza sauce 

 1 cup shredded low-moisture 
part-skim mozzarella  
cheese (4 oz.)

 1/2 small red onion, sliced, rings 
separated (1/2 cup)

 1/2 small orange bell pepper, 
seeds removed, cut crosswise 
into 1/4-in.-thick slices (1/2 cup)

 10 pepperoni slices

 1/4 cup pickled banana peppers 
and red bell peppers (optional)

M A K E I T 

1. Preheat a gas grill to medium 

(350°F to 400°F) on one side  

(leave other side unlit), or push 

hot coals to one side of a charcoal 

grill. Brush oil on both sides  

of pizza crust. Place crust on 

oiled grates over lit side of grill. 

Cook, uncovered, until grill 

marks appear, watching to avoid 

burning, 2 to 3 minutes on each 

side. Transfer crust, faceup,  

to a baking sheet. 

2. Spread pizza sauce over crust, 

leaving a 1-in. border. Sprinkle 

cheese evenly over sauce. Top 

with red onion, bell pepper, and 

pepperoni. Transfer pizza from 

baking sheet to oiled grates over 

unlit side of grill. Grill, covered, 

rotating about halfway through, 

until cheese is melted, vegetables 

are tender, and crust is crisp, 12 to 

14 minutes. Transfer to a cutting 

board. Top with pickled banana 

and red bell peppers, if using. 

NUTRITION PER SERVING (2 slices) 
468 calories; 18g protein; 20g fat 
(7g sat. fat); 55g carbs; 3g fiber;  
5g sugar; 3mg iron; 314mg calcium; 
930mg sodium

C O M E  F U L L  

C I R C L E

This pie is a celebration of all 

things round. If you’re 

inspired, do it up with  

add-ons like tomatoes, olives, 

or sausage slices.
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T

P A R E N T S P R O M O . C O M

M U S T - H A V E S  &  M U S T - D O S  F O R  M O M  &  F A M I L Y

GoodStuff 

Time for Amazing Treats

For all they do for us, let’s give 

our dogs deliciously healthy 

BLUE treats in a variety of tasty 

flavors. From crunchy biscuits 

to meaty morsels, you’ll find 

a mouthwatering reward your 

best friend will love! 

bluetreats.com

Healthier Classrooms Within 

Every School’s Reach

Elkay® supports your educational 

facility’s hygiene needs. Take a look at 

some of our hands-free products with 

sanitary solutions to keep hygiene 

top of mind in your school. 

elkay.com/classroom

Discover the Unexpected 

in Wisconsin 

Explore rushing waterfalls, scenic vistas 

and crystal-clear lakes on a Wisconsin 

vacation. Order your free travel guide.

travelwisconsin.com 

Go on a Real Vacation 

The best way to stay sane is 

to go wild. You’ve let your mind 

wander. Let your body follow. 

Go on a #RealVacation. Go RVing.  

gorving.com

Parents invites you to join 

our reader panel.

SEND your thoughts and opinions. 

TEST new products for moms and kids.

GET free samples, coupons, and more!

Join today at 

parents.com/meredithvoices

Voıce
SHARE YOUR

Make Every 

Spoonful Count!

SCAN HERE



Margherita  
Heart Pizzas

Active Time 25 minutes 

Total Time 40 minutes

Makes 6 servings

I NGR E DI E N T S

  Homemade Pizza Dough 
(recipe follows) 

  All-purpose flour,  
for work surface

 2 Tbs. olive oil, divided

 11/2 cups jarred pizza sauce

 8 oz. ciliegine mozzarella balls, 
halved, or fresh mozzarella, 
torn into small pieces

  Fresh basil leaves,  
for garnish

M A K E I T

1. Turn dough out onto a lightly 

floured work surface. Cut  

into 6 equal portions; shape each 

portion into a ball. Stretching 

with hands or using a rolling pin, 

form each dough ball into a 4-in. 

round. To make a heart shape: 

Cut a 1-in. slit from top edge of 

circle toward center, and slightly 

separate the edges from the slit 

to form rounded parts of the 

heart. Using a rolling pin, gently 

roll dough to 8 in. long x 6 in. 

wide. Pinch dough at bottom to 

form a point for the heart. You 

can use a bench scraper to trim 

the sides for a sharper point. 

2. Preheat a gas grill to medium-

high (400°F to 450°F) on one 

side (leave other side unlit), or 

push hot coals to one side of a 

charcoal grill. Brush one side  

of dough hearts evenly with 1 Tbs. 

oil. Place dough hearts, oiled 

sides down, on oiled grates over 

hot side of grill. Grill, uncovered, 

watching to avoid burning,  

until grill marks appear, about 

2 minutes. Brush faceup sides  

of dough hearts evenly with 

remaining 1 Tbs. oil. Using tongs 

or a large spatula, flip dough 

hearts, and continue to grill over 

lit side of grill until grill marks 

appear, about 2 minutes more. 

Transfer crusts to a baking sheet. 

3. Spread each pizza with 1/4 cup 

pizza sauce, leaving a 1/2-in. 

border; top with mozzarella.

4. Place pizzas on oiled grates 

over unlit side of grill, and grill, 

covered, until crust is crisp  

on bottom and cheese is melted,  

6 to 7 minutes. Transfer to a 

platter, and garnish with basil.

NUTRITION PER SERVING  

563 calories; 17g protein; 21g fat 
(7g sat. fat); 72g carbs; 5g fiber;  
5g sugar; 4mg iron; 216mg calcium; 
981mg sodium

Homemade Pizza 
Dough

Active Time 10 minutes

Total Time 1 hour 10 minutes

Makes 1 lb. 12 oz. dough

I NGR E DI E N T S

 4  cups all-purpose flour

 1  1/4-oz. envelope instant or 
quick-rising yeast

 1  Tbs. granulated sugar

 2 tsp. kosher salt

 11/2  cups warm water

 3 Tbs. olive oil, plus more for bowl

M A K E I T

1. Place flour, yeast, sugar, and 

salt in the bowl of a stand mixer 

fitted with a dough hook 

attachment; mix on low speed 

until just combined, about 

15 seconds. Add warm water 

and olive oil; mix on low speed 

until a shaggy dough forms, 

about 1 minute. Increase speed 

to medium, and continue mixing 

until dough is smooth and elastic, 

about 5 minutes. Dough will be 

tacky but will not stick to bowl. If 

making a day ahead, wrap dough 

in plastic wrap and refrigerate 

overnight. (If freezing to use 

later, wrap dough in plastic wrap 

and place in a zip-top plastic 

bag; thaw in the refrigerator 

overnight before using.)

2. Transfer dough to a large lightly 

oiled bowl; cover with plastic 

wrap. Let rise in a warm place 

until doubled in size, about 1 hour. 

L O V E  AT  F I R S T  B I T E

The way to a kid’s 

stomach is through a 

hot and cheesy 

heart-shaped pizza.
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Mini Chicken and 
Broccoli Pizzas
Active Time 20 minutes

Total Time 30 minutes 

Makes 4 servings 

I NGR E DI E N T S

 1/3 cup loosely packed fresh 
flat-leaf parsley leaves,  
plus more for garnish  
(from 1 bunch)

 3 Tbs. fresh dill leaves,  
plus more for garnish 

 1 Tbs. chopped fresh chives, 
plus more for garnish

 3/4 cup bottled ranch  
dressing

 2  cups 3/4-in. broccoli florets

 1 Tbs. water

 1 lb. store-bought pizza dough, 
at room temperature

  All-purpose flour, for work 
surface and baking sheet

 2 Tbs. olive oil

 1 garlic clove

 1  cup shredded sharp cheddar 
cheese 

 1  cup shredded rotisserie 
chicken

M A K E I T

1. Process parsley, dill, chives, 

and ranch dressing in a blender 

or a food processor until smooth, 

about 30 seconds. Transfer to a 

small bowl, cover with plastic 

wrap, and chill until ready to use.

2. Toss together broccoli and 

water in a microwavable bowl. 

Cover and microwave on high 

until tender, about 90 seconds. 

Drain and let broccoli stand  

at room temperature until ready 

to use.

3. Place pizza dough on a lightly 

floured work surface, and cut 

into 8 equal portions (2 oz. each); 

shape each portion into a ball. 

Stretching with hands or using a 

rolling pin, roll out each dough 

ball into a 4 1/2-in. round. Transfer 

dough rounds to 2 lightly floured 

baking sheets. 

4. Preheat grill to medium  

(350°F to 400°F). Brush dough 

rounds lightly with olive oil.  

Place dough rounds, oiled side 

up, on oiled grill grates. Cook, 

uncovered, watching to avoid 

burning, until bottoms are firm 

and grill marks appear, about 

3 minutes. Transfer crusts, with 

grill marks up, to baking sheets. 

Lightly rub garlic clove on grilled 

side of crusts.

5. Spread 1 Tbs. herbed ranch 

dressing on each crust, leaving  

a 1/4-in. border; set remaining 

dressing aside. Sprinkle each 

pizza with 2 Tbs. cheese. 

Dividing evenly, top rounds with 

broccoli and chicken. Place 

pizzas on oiled grates. Grill, 

covered, until crust bottoms are 

crisp and cheese is melted, 3 to 

4 minutes. Transfer to a cutting 

board. Drizzle with remaining 

1/4 cup herbed ranch dressing, and 

garnish with additional herbs.

NUTRITION PER SERVING (2 pizzas) 
687 calories; 28g protein; 36g fat 
(10g sat. fat); 58g carbs; 10g fiber; 
2g sugar; 2mg iron; 230mg 
calcium; 1,085mg sodium

Summer Cherry 
Tomato Pizza 
Active Time 35 minutes

Total Time 1 hour 5 minutes 

Makes 6 servings

I NGR E DI E N T S 

 2 Tbs. olive oil, divided 

 1 lb. store-bought pizza dough, 
at room temperature

 2/3 cup whole-milk ricotta cheese

 1/4 cup grated Parmesan  
cheese 

 3 cups yellow, orange, and  
red cherry tomatoes, thinly 
sliced crosswise

 1/2 tsp. kosher salt

 1/4 tsp. black pepper

  Fresh oregano leaves and 
red-pepper flakes (optional)

M A K E I T

1. Coat a 10x15-in. rimmed 

baking sheet with 1 Tbs. oil.  

Gently stretch dough to cover 

bottom of pan, being sure to 

evenly distribute dough so  

edges aren’t too thin. Using  

your fingertips, make small 

indentations in dough about  

1 in. apart.

2. Preheat a gas grill to 

medium-high (400°F to 450°F) 

on one side (leave other side 

unlit), or push hot coals to one 

side of a charcoal grill. Brush  

top of dough with remaining 

1 Tbs. oil. Place baking sheet on 

unlit side of grill. Grill, covered, 

rotating about halfway through, 

until crust is fully set, about 

10 minutes. Remove baking sheet 

from grill. 

3. Using a large spatula, carefully 

remove pizza crust from baking 

sheet. (The bottom will be 

slightly undercooked.) Place 

pizza crust facedown on oiled 

grates over lit side of grill. Grill, 

uncovered, watching to avoid 

burning, until grill marks appear 

and crust is slightly crisp, 2 to 

3 minutes. Using large spatula 

and tongs, flip crust over, and 

grill until grill marks appear, 2 to 

3 minutes. Transfer crust to a 

clean baking sheet. 

4. Stir together ricotta and 

Parmesan in a small bowl until 

well combined. Spread cheese 

mixture over top of pizza,  

leaving a 1/2-in. border. Place 

cherry tomatoes in a single layer 

on top of crust in 3 wide stripes  

of yellow, orange, and red. 

Season tomatoes evenly with  

salt and pepper. Transfer pizza 

from baking sheet to oiled  

grates over unlit side of grill. 

Grill, covered, rotating about 

halfway through, until cheese 

mixture is bubbling and crust is 

crisp, about 12 minutes. Transfer 

to a cutting board, and cut into 

12 squares. Garnish with oregano 

leaves and red-pepper flakes,  

if using.

NUTRITION PER SERVING (2 slices) 
324 calories; 12g protein; 13g fat 
(4g sat. fat); 39g carbs; 6g fiber;  
2g sugar; 1mg iron; 107mg calcium; 
568mg sodium

GRATE GRILLING TIPS
Check this “to-dough” list before  

firing up your pies.

Prep ahead.

The grilling process is hands-on and moves  

quickly, so chop, measure, and assemble before starting. 

Then line up all ingredients on a rimmed baking sheet 

for smooth kitchen-to-grill delivery.

Get the temperature right.

Aim for medium heat for precooked crusts,  

including naan, as well as smaller  

fresh-dough pizzas. Dial it up to medium-high  

for larger crusts made of fresh dough.

Bring the heat (but not too much).

For most recipes—except small pies with precooked 

toppings—we recommend a combo of direct and indirect 

heat by lighting up only one side of the grill. On the lit 

half, cook dough or create grill marks on already cooked 

crusts, keeping the lid open. Cover the grill, and the unlit  

side will act like an oven to cook the toppings and 

achieve the cheese pulls of your dreams.

Trust your tools.

It’s easiest to add toppings when the pizza is off the  

heat. Use tongs or a large spatula to transfer  

the cooked crust onto an unrimmed baking sheet  

or a wooden cutting board. Dress the pie up, then slide it 

back onto the grill to finish cooking. 
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Ages + Stages

Get More 
Age-Specific Tips
Simply hover your 

phone’s camera over 

the smart code to 

subscribe to our daily 

newsletter.

  Take their temperature.

Just because your baby feels warm 

doesn’t mean they’re sick. While you 

might assume touching their forehead 

is an accurate way to check, the best 

way is with a digital thermometer in  

the rectum. If that’s not possible, the 

armpit is the next best choice. A true 

fever at this age is above 100.4°F.  

In most cases, if your baby does have  

0 – 1 2  M O N T H S

HOW TO

Treat  
a Fever 

by TA M E K I A  R E E C E

  Trust that the quease will ease.

If you’re tired of seeing what your 

breakfast looks like on the way back up, 

or if you get a case of the heaves when  

you smell perfume, you’re not alone. 

Almost 70 percent of pregnant women 

suffer from morning sickness (although 

it can last for several hours each day).  

But good news—it usually goes away  

or greatly improves by the time 

you hit your second trimester. Talk to  

your doctor about over-the-counter 

B6 vitamin supplements or prescription 

anti-nausea medications. Only about 

3 percent of pregnant women get the 

more serious type of morning sickness 

that includes vomiting more than three 

times a day, severe dehydration, and 

the loss of 5 or more pounds. Contact 

your obstetrician if you have any of 

those symptoms.

  Adjust your eating. 

When it comes to dealing with morning 

sickness—which, in reality, can strike at 

any time of day—do what works. If that 

means all you can stomach for lunch is a 

bag of pretzels, so be it. If your morning 

P R E G N A N CY

HOW TO

Handle Morning 
Sickness

by K AT E  R O C K W O O D

sickness is better at certain times of 

day, eat at those times and take your 

vitamins then, too, if you’re not able 

to keep them down earlier, during the 

height of your nausea. And since 

low blood sugar is one of the suspected 

causes of morning sickness, along 

with pregnancy hormones, eat smaller, 

more frequent meals to stabilize 

your blood sugar levels.

  Try natural remedies.

Ginger might become your new best 

friend. Available in just about every form 

you can imagine—tea, candy, gum, 

capsule, powdered, raw—ginger might 

ease morning-sickness symptoms 

because it helps empty your stomach 

faster, research has shown. Or do some 

self-acupressure on the inside of your 

wrist. The center of your lower wrist 

is home to the Pericardium 6 (PC6) 

pressure point. Pressing down on this 

spot—whether it’s with your thumb  

or with the anti-nausea wristbands you  

can buy at any drugstore—may help 

with mild nausea and vomiting.

Sources: Mary Jane Minkin, M.D., an ob-gyn at  
Yale–New Haven Hospital; Sherry Ross, M.D., an 
ob-gyn in Los Angeles and author of She-ology. 

a fever and is over 8 weeks of age, it isn’t 

dangerous. It means your baby’s body is 

doing what it’s supposed to do—working 

to fight an infection. The most common 

causes of fevers in babies are viral 

illnesses, such as a cold, the f lu, or  

a stomach bug. Children may also 

experience a fever after a vaccination. 

And since there’s no way to differentiate 

between a fever due to COVID-19 and 

one due to other viral causes (without a 

test), let your doctor know if your baby 

might have been around someone who 

tested positive for the virus.

  Learn what to do at different ages.

Babies who are 8 weeks or younger still 

have an immature immune system and 

are vulnerable to serious infections. So 

any fever in a baby this young warrants  

an immediate call to your pediatrician 

or a trip to the E.R. For babies older  

than 8 weeks, your next move depends  

on their symptoms. If they have a fever  

but are eating, drinking, sleeping, and 

behaving normally, you don’t necessarily 

have to do anything. Just keep an 

eye on them. However, if they seem 

uncomfortable, you might try giving 

acetaminophen or ibuprofen (but use the 

latter only for a baby 6 months or older). 

Always use a dosing syringe, a cup, or 

a spoon (the one that comes with 

the medicine—not a regular spoon). 

Just know that these medications 

won’t eliminate a fever entirely or cure 

whatever is causing it. They only reduce 

the fever and relieve discomfort to 

help your baby feel better. 

  Keep them comfy.

In addition to (or instead of) medication, 

look for extra ways to soothe your 

little one. Keep them hydrated by giving 

lots of breast milk or formula. Pedialyte  

or another electrolyte solution may help 

for dehydration, but check with your 

pediatrician first. Allow your baby to get 

plenty of rest, and keep the air in your 

home at a comfortable temperature. 

Sources: Gregory Germain, M.D., associate chief of 
children’s services at Yale Pediatrics, Yale–New Haven 
Children’s Hospital; Jamee Walters, M.D., a pediatrician 
at Orlando Health Arnold Palmer Hospital for Children.
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  Recognize cognitive advances.

As your child moves out of their 

preschool years, they should be able  

5 – 6  Y E A R S

HOW TO

Appreciate New 
Milestones

by A D R I E N N E  FA R R

  Sign up for lessons. 

Studies have found that participating  

in formal swimming lessons reduces  

the risk of drowning by 88 percent in 

children ages 1 to 4. So if your kid hasn’t 

started yet, it’s a good time to look into 

professional instruction. To find a 

reputable swimming class, contact your 

local Red Cross or YMCA, or find a 

learn-to-swim facility that teaches 

water safety and drowning prevention. If 

classes are not an option, you can start 

by teaching your child how to lift and 

hold their head out of the water, how 

to find and grab onto a ladder or a wall for 

support, and how to climb out of the pool. 

Make sure they know that the closest 

wall is sometimes behind them. 

  Get them the right gear.

It’s important for your child to wear a 

United States Coast Guard–approved life 

jacket whenever they’re near the water, 

3 – 4  Y E A R S

HOW TO

Stay Safe  
at the Pool

by R E B E C C A  R A KO W I T Z

  Schedule around their snoozes. 

If you need to take a long trip with a 

toddler, it can make a huge difference 

to do a lot of driving while your child 

sleeps. Leave at naptime, cruise for a 

couple of hours while your child is 

asleep, stop for a meal when they wake 

up, and then continue the drive. If 

you must travel during the wee hours, get 

up early (like at 5 a.m.), and pop your 

child into their car seat—pj’s on! (Check 

“Smooth Roads Ahead,” page 35, for 

tips on combating motion sickness.)

  Keep them busy.

In addition to their go-to toys, bring 

along a bag of safe “grown-up” items, 

such as an old phone or an old remote 

control. Raid the recycling bin for paper- 

towel rolls, egg cartons, and empty 

plastic containers. These odd items can 

entertain kids for long periods of time. 

You can also stop by the dollar store 

for other fun knickknacks. Consider 

wrapping them and offering a new 

“present” each hour. The anticipation 

and excitement for each new gift 

will help the time fly.

  Burn off energy. 

Most toddlers can go only a few hours 

before they need a good stretch of their 

legs. The Roadtrippers app can help you 

find stops with a playground, a park, or a 

roadside attraction where kids can get 

their wiggles out. Play “Red light, green 

light,” offer challenges such as running 

around the car five times, or crank up the 

tunes on your phone for a dance party.

  Plan a playlist.

Include a mix of songs that your child can 

sing along to, as well as silly songs that 

1 –2  Y E A R S

HOW TO

Have a Happy  
Road Trip

by M I C H E L L E  C R O U C H

will make them laugh. You can find  

some great playlists by searching for 

“toddler tunes,” “kid movie songs,”  

or “sing-alongs” on your favorite music- 

streaming app. Or try a podcast. 

Sesame Street and Story Pirates are  

two favorites for toddlers.

  Get your game on. 

Try a classic game like “I spy,” in which 

you look for cars of different colors. Or 

make up a guessing game of your own. 

Maybe you make an animal sound and 

they guess what it is. With the right 

mindset, a long road trip with your littles 

can actually lead to some sweet and 

silly memories for all of you. 

Sources: Kristy Alpert, author of Road Trip 
Activities and Travel Journal for Kids; Kait Towner, a 
child psychotherapist in Rochester, New York. 

even if they’re learning how to swim.  

A properly fitting life jacket (your child’s 

head or ears should not slip beneath the 

collar) will keep their head above water 

so they can always breathe. Life jackets 

are preferred over floaties, which are not 

designed to prevent drowning, can 

slip off, and puncture easily. Goggles 

can make it easier for your child to 

find their way if they go under or get 

splashed. When shopping for bathing 

suits, stay away from the color blue, 

which makes your child harder to 

spot in the pool. Instead, seek out bright 

fluorescent colors. 

  Be vigilant about hazards. 

When kids are in the pool, whether 

public or private, designate one parent 

who knows how to swim as the “Water 

Guardian” (with a flotation device 

nearby). If there are several parents, 

rotate every 30 minutes (no cell phones, 

to avoid distractions). Drowning can 

happen silently—kids might not be able 

to splash around and call for help, so 

it’s crucial to keep an eye on them at all 

times. If you have a pool at home, install 

a four-sided fence around the pool that 

has an out-of-reach lock. Remove or 

block off other entrance points, such as 

the ladder to an above-ground pool. 

Put everything away after each swim, 

because toys can tempt kids to go back 

in. Standing water can also be a hazard, 

so empty out kiddie pools every day.

Sources: Chris McCuiston, cofounder and CEO of 
Goldfish Swim School, a learn-to-swim franchise  
with 115 schools nationwide; Molly O’Shea, M.D.,  
a pediatrician at Birmingham Pediatrics Wellness 
Center, in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. 
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  Don’t put a number on it. 

At this age—and especially over 

the past year—your kid is inevitably 

spending more time on a screen to 

complete schoolwork, chat on FaceTime 

with friends or grandparents, and 

simply entertain themselves. While the 

American Academy of Pediatrics 

has screen-time guidelines for children 

under 5 years old, it doesn’t set rules 

for kids older than that. Instead, experts 

recommend prioritizing other aspects 

in your kid’s life first: going to school, 

finishing homework, playing outside, 

eating dinner, and getting to bed on time. 

Once those items are checked off, your 

child probably won’t have much time left 

to devote to their tablet.

  Set some “No exceptions” rules.

Docs say you should definitely put a 

system into place on when and where 

your kid can use their devices, 

including no electronics at the dinner 

table or in bedrooms. Put a central 

charging station in your kitchen or living 

room to reduce the temptation for 

your kid (and for you) to check devices 

at night. Plug in an old-school alarm 

clock for waking up in the morning. You 

might even consider a “No screens in 

the car” rule—and enforce it with  

your carpool kids too. (Talking to one 

another—give it a try!)

  Encourage other activities.

If you feel that your child’s screen time  

has gotten out of control, you might  

be tempted to try a rip-off-the-bandage 

approach to reduce it. But kids won’t  

see this as a fair measure—they may feel, 

“I am bad for wanting this.” Instead, 

try to slowly reduce how often they’re on  

Send Us Your  
Kid Quotes!
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7+  Y E A R S

HOW TO

Scale Back on 
Screen Time

by E M I LY  E LV E R U

to memorize a phone number and have the 

mental awareness to draw a person 

in detail (eyebrows, fingers, and toes), 

including personal characteristics  

(skin tone, hairstyle) and clothing. You 

should see a lot of their imagination 

through playing and storytelling (which 

seemingly can go on forever!), but they’ll 

know the difference between what is real 

and what is make-believe. You’ll want to 

prepare yourself to be their enthusiastic 

audience, because they’ll also enjoy 

singing, dancing, and acting.

  Notice social and emotional shifts. 

Your child will now have stronger 

preferences about the kids they play 

with. They’ll start to gravitate toward 

those who are more like them or who 

have what they might feel they are 

lacking. For example, a child who is 

more reserved may prefer to befriend  

a peer who is more direct or assertive. 

Your kid will also be eager to please  

their friends and will want to be liked. 

  Expect improved coordination.

You should learn how to duck on a  

whim, because your kid will probably  

be throwing and catching larger- 

size balls or hitting golf balls off a tee.  

They’ll likely be climbing trees and 

jumping down from higher distances  

too. This can be terrifying for you, 

but fear not. Kids are actually very good 

at knowing their limits. Plus, it’s fine 

if they have a little tumble, lose their 

footing, or scrape their knee. It’s a 

great way to learn the importance of 

getting up and trying again. 

  Dig into discussions. 

Your convos should be a lot more 

reciprocal, and your kid will be putting 

two ideas together—“I want to use

the green crayon because it is my favorite 

color” or “Today I went to the store 

with my uncle, and we saw Chase with 

his mom.” You’ll hear stories with 

depth and descriptions, with adjectives 

like that “fluffy” cat or the “mean” 

villain. They’ll also understand past, 

present, and future. Yes, your little 

one is becoming their own person. 

Sources: Renee Alli, M.D., pediatric practice director 
at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, in Chamblee, 
Georgia; Cynthia Martin, Psy.D., a clinical psychologist 
at the Child Mind Institute, in New York City.

their device. Come up with a list together 

of non-screen activities they like to  

do—draw, play a board game, practice 

basketball—and tape it up in a place  

where they can reference it when they’re 

bored. Don’t be afraid to make screen 

time contingent on doing things like chores 

around the house or helping out a 

neighbor in need. This teaches them 

that the entire family has to work 

together to keep the house in order 

and gives them a broader sense 

of community. You might get some 

resistance from them, but that’s okay. 

Empathize with them: “Yeah, I see 

this is hard. Staying off my phone can 

be hard for me too.” 

  Keep it in perspective.

Yes, research shows that increased  

use of screens in kids has been linked  

to obesity, depression, and attention 

issues. But much is related to content. 

Your kid could be watching the next 

space-shuttle launch or exploring what 

different parts of the world look  

like on Google Earth. They might 

be searching for a video to learn 

how to weave a friendship bracelet or 

downloading an app to tune their 

guitar strings. This sort of high-quality, 

educational use shouldn’t technically 

be considered screen time—this is tech 

as a tool, which includes using it to 

stay in touch with friends and family. 

Tech as a treat includes things like 

endless scrolling on social media and 

bingeing on Netf lix. These are the 

activities that need to be limited.

Sources: Jean Moorjani, M.D., a pediatrician at Arnold 
Palmer Hospital for Children, in Orlando; Delaney 
Ruston, M.D., a physician in Seattle and a documentary 
filmmaker of the Screenagers movies.
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Loki, 4

We were eating dinner,  

and I said, “Wow,  

this pasta is very rich.”  

Loki looked up at me  

and asked, “How does 

pasta make money?”

  Haley Kirkpatrick
Orinda, CA

Luke, 3
We had just run out of 

character bandages  

when my son scraped his 

knee, so I explained that 

we had to use a “plain one.”  

He stared at it and said, 

“Where’s the airplane?!”

  Jana Burruss 
Erie, PA

Riley, 3

My daughter, the child 
of two doctors,  

was asked if she was 
going to a birthday 

celebration. Riley said, 
“Sorry, I can’t come 

to the party. I’m on call.”

  Abby Feathers 
Oakland, MD 

Sanaa, 7

My daughter’s final question  
before going to bed:  

“What was Humpty Dumpty doing  
on that wall, anyway?”

  Karen Juanita Carrillo 
Brooklyn, NY

GIGGLES 
Nimue, 4

After finding out 
my breasts can 

make milk for her 
baby sister,  

Nimue turned to 
my husband and 

asked if his made 
orange juice.

  Alexandra Hayes 
Kingman, AZ

Maya, 2

Asked if her doll 
was a boy baby or  

a girl baby, Maya 
replied, “It’s  

a plastic baby.”

  Jennifer Ritterling 
Grand Forks, ND 
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MADE FOR 
THOSE 
WHO LOVE 
CINNAMON 
ROLLS.

SO, EVERYONE.




